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Terahertz Plasmonic Lasers with Distributed-Feedback
Abstract
Plasmonic lasers generate coherent surface-plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) and could
be realized at subwavelength dimensions in metallic cavities for applications in
nanoscale optics. Plasmonic cavities are also utilized for terahertz quantum-cascade
lasers (QCLs), which are the brightest available solid-state sources of terahertz radi-
ation (frequency ∼ 1 THz - 10 THz, wavelength ∼ 300 µm - 30 µm). A long standing
challenge for plasmonic lasers that are utilized as nanoscale sources of radiation, is
their poor coupling to the far-field radiation. Unlike conventional lasers that could
produce directional beams, plasmonic lasers have highly divergent radiation patterns
due to their subwavelength apertures.
The primary goal of this thesis is to achieve narrow beam patterns for plasmonic
lasers. This thesis theoretically and experimentally demonstrates a new technique
for implementing distributed-feedback (DFB) that is distinct from any other pre-
viously utilized DFB schemes for semiconductor lasers. The so-termed antenna-
feedback scheme leads to single-mode operation in plasmonic lasers, couples the res-
onant SPP mode to a highly directional far-field radiation pattern, and integrates
hybrid SPPs in surrounding medium into the operation of the DFB lasers. Experi-
mentally, the antenna-feedback method, which does not require the phase matching
to a well-defined effective index, is implemented for terahertz QCLs, and single-
mode terahertz QCLs with beam divergence as small as 4◦ × 4◦ are demonstrated,
which is the narrowest beam reported for any terahertz QCL to-date. Moreover, in
contrast to negligible radiative-field in conventional photonic band-edge lasers, in
which the periodicity follows the integer multiple of half-wavelength inside active
medium, antenna-feedback breaks this integer-limit for the first time and enhances
the radiative-field of lasing mode. A comprehensive analysis of antenna-feedback
scheme is presented, including theory, design, simulation, and experimental results.
Terahertz lasers with narrow-beam emission will find applications for integrated as
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well as standoff terahertz spectroscopy and sensing. The antenna-feedback scheme
is generally applicable to any plasmonic laser with a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity irrespec-
tive of its operating wavelength, and could bring plasmonic lasers closer to practical
applications.
This thesis also demonstrates a new tuning mechanism for plasmonic lasers with
distributed-feedback, in which refractive-index of the surrounding medium affects
the resonant-frequency of DFB mode in the same vein as refractive-index of gain
medium inside the cavity. Reversible, continuous, and mode-hop-free tuning of
∼ 57 GHz is realized for single-mode narrow-beam terahertz plasmonic QCLs,
which emit at ∼ 2.8 THz and operate in a liquid-nitrogen cooled dewar. The tun-
ing is based on post-process deposition/etching of a dielectric (Silicon-dioxide) on
a QCL chip that has already been soldered and wire-bonded onto a copper mount.
This is a considerably larger tuning range compared to previously reported results
for single-mode terahertz QCLs with directional far-field radiation patterns. Also,
the tuning is demonstrated at the much more practical operating temperature of
∼ 78 K, whereas all previous tuning results for terahertz QCLs have been reported
at low-temperatures (∼ 10 K). The key enabling mechanism for tuning is the new
antenna-feedback scheme for plasmonic lasers as described in Chapter 2 and 3, which
leads to generation of hybrid SPP mode propagating outside the cavity of the laser
with a large spatial extent. The effect of dielectric deposition on QCLs’ characteris-
tics is investigated in detail including that on maximum operating temperature, peak
output power and far-field radiation patterns. Single-lobed beam with low diver-
gence (less than 7◦) is maintained through the tuning range, which is the narrowest
divergence for any tunable terahertz QCL to-date. The antenna-feedback scheme is
ideally suited for modulation of plasmonic lasers due to the sensitive dependence of
spectral and radiative properties of the laser on its surrounding medium.
Finally, preliminary work on high-power terahertz QCLs with single-mode op-
eration and single-lobed far-field radiation patterns is reported based on surface-
emitting second-order DFB with new photonic designs. Improved outcoupling of
radiation from laser’s cavity leads to enhanced output power; ∼ 50 mW peak out-
put power is realized at ∼ 51 K, which is one of the highest reported output powers
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from single-mode terahertz QCLs. Higher output power is due to broader emission
area and increased radiative field from grating apertures. Better beam quality with
single lobe is achieved without any central phase shift in such gratings, which is
another advantage of the demonstrated scheme. A comparative study with conven-
tional second-order DFB terahertz QCLs is presented, where such QCLs have lower
output power and less desirable radiation patterns with two lobes in the far-field.
Thesis supervisor: Sushil Kumar
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Terahertz (THz) and its applications
The terahertz frequency range (frequency ∼ 1 THz - 10 THz, wavelength ∼ 300 µm
- 30 µm) of the electromagnetic spectrum as shown in Figure 1.1 has remained
relatively unexplored as compared to the neighboring millimeter-wave and infrared
spectral ranges, primarily due to the lack of convenient, efficient and high power
radiation sources [3]. Many molecules and solids have strong and distinct spectral
signatures at terahertz frequencies, which makes terahertz technology important for
both science and commercial applications related to spectroscopy and imaging.
Figure 1.1: The terahertz frequency range in the eletromagnetic spectrum.
Imaging is one of the important applications [4, 5] since the terahertz radiation is
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useful for security related chemically-active detection of concealed weapons, drugs,
and explosives, even at trace amounts, since many packaging materials such as paper,
plastics, and ceramics, which are opaque to visible frequencies, are transmissive at
longer wavelengths. Many materials such as clothing and packaging are transparent
at terahertz wavelengths, leading to possible applications in non-invasive inspection
for industrial and pharmaceutical processes, security screening, mail inspection and
biomedical imaging. For imaging, terahertz radiation provides distinct advantages in
comparison to radiation at other wavelengths [6, 7, 8]. In comparison to microwaves,
terahertz radiation provides a much better spatial resolution for imaging due to its
shorter wavelength. When compared to imaging with high energy X-rays, imaging
with terahertz radiation is non-invasive, and can provide much better contrast in
terms of identification of different materials due to their different absorption and
refraction indices in the terahertz frequency.
Interest in biological spectroscopy [9, 10] mainly arises from the fact that many
molecules, for example, carbon-monoxide and carbon-dioxide, water, nitrogen, oxy-
gen, to name a few, have strong characteristic rotational and vibrational absorption
features in the terahertz, as opposed to the neighboring spectral regions. Also the
dielectric resonances that occur due to various conformational and binding states
in heavier molecules such as proteins and DNA could be probed in the terahertz
region. Additionally, terahertz spectroscopy is relevant in condensed matter physics
to study collective effects in materials such as superconductors, and charge density
plasmas since the energy scales involved are of the order of 1 meV (for frequency
∼ 1 THz, ∼ 4 meV).
A multitude of applications for terahertz imaging and spectroscopy exist, be it in
the fields of astronomy [11, 12] and remote-sensing and monitoring of earths atmo-
sphere due to the fact that terahertz optical transitions are readily thermally excited
due to their low-energies making them ideal for passive emission-spectroscopy. Other
applications in electronics and manufacturing include end-point detection in plasma-
etching processes and non-invasive inspection of semiconductor wafers. Hence,
terahertz technology has applications in areas as diverse as astronomy, security-
based imaging and chemical detection, cancer research, label-free DNA sensing,
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non-destructive evaluation of pharmaceutical products, and so-forth. All of the
aforementioned applications will benefit from compact coherent sources of radiation
with narrow beam and high power to enable imaging in real-time, and to enable
sensing with large, multi-pixel array detectors operating at room-temperature.
1.2 Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs)
Eg
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Interband versus intersubband optical transitions in two-dimensional quan-
tum wells.
Figure 1.2 shows the comparison between interband and intersubband optical
transitions in two-dimensional quantum wells of a semiconductor heterostructure
schematically. An interband radiative transition involves an electron-hole recombi-
nation. Therefore, an interband laser is inherently bipolar by nature. The frequency
of radiation is essentially determined by the bandgap Eg of the quantum well mate-
rial (of the order of 1 eV or wavelegnth ∼ 1.24 µm or frequency ∼ 242 THz), while
small tuning can be obtained by changing the width of quantum wells. The gain
spectrum is typically broad and reflects the thermal distribution of carriers in the
conduction and valence bands.
In contrast, intersubband optical transitions are within the subbands of conduc-
tion band (or valence band) itself [13]. This has two advantages. First, the radia-
tive frequency can be set by design as a function of the width of the quantum wells.
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Theoretically, emission for the radiative energy can be as high as the heterostructure
band-offset or to as low as few meVs (and hence frequencies near 1 THz) as long
as enough population inversion could be established between the desired subbands.
Second, the energy dispersion of each of the subbands track in k space leads to
a delta-function like joint density of states at the optical transition energy. This
suggests that all inverted carriers should contribute to gain at the same transi-
tion energy, indicating that the gain could potentially be very large. However, this
feature is offset by the fact that the non-radiative life- times for intersubband transi-
tions are much faster (order of 1 ps) as compared to the non-radiative electron-hole
recombination times in an interband diode-laser (order of 1 ns), mostly due to the
fast polar longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon intersubband scattering mechanism in
semiconductor heterostructures. Hence, small level lifetimes limit the amount of
population inversion that can be achieved between the desired subbands. It is for
this reason that intersubband lasers are typically made of multiple cascaded modules
to obtain enough gain for lasing. The unipolar nature of intersubband transitions
makes such a cascading possible.
The first semiconductor superlattice based intersubband laser was invented at
Bell Labs in 1994 by J. Faist, F. Capasso, and co-workers [14]. Lasing was ob-
tained at a wavelength of ∼ 4.3 µm. This first semiconductor superlattice based
intersubband laser was named as - quantum cascade laser(QCL).
Today, high-performance MIR-QCLs covering a wavelength range of ∼ 4 µm -
10 µm with continuous-wave (cw) room-temperature operation, and optical power
output of the order of 100 mW are available. QCLs that are broadly tunable by
the use of external-cavity gratings have been demonstrated. Until now, most high
performance MIR-QCLs were demonstrated in the InGaAs/InAlAs alloys on InP
and later GaAs/ AlGaAs on GaAs [15].
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1.3 Terahertz semiconductor quantum cascade lasers
Even though sensitive terahertz detectors have long existed [16], there has been a
lack of compact solid-state terahertz sources that could provide large (larger than 1
mW) radiation intensities in continuous-wave (cw) operation. Output power from
electronic sources such as transistors, Gunn oscillators, Schottky-diode frequency
multipliers typically falls to micro-Watt levels for frequency larger than 1 THz.
Sources such as photo-mixers and parametric-oscillators that utilize optical down-
conversion to generate terahertz radiation also have low average power. Convention-
ally, the only available sources of high average power (larger than 1 mW) narrow-
band terahertz (far-infrared) radiation were the gas lasers that utilize an optically
pumped molecular gas (such as methane) to obtain laser action. Molecular gas lasers
are typically bulky, large (often need to occupy an entire length of an optical table),
and very expensive. Also, they are only available at certain discrete frequencies
within the terahertz spectrum that restricts their usability for many applications.
In October of 2001, the first terahertz semiconductor quantum-cascade (QC)
laser (∼ 4.4 THz, ∼ 67 µm) was invented at Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,
Italy [17]. Terahertz QC lasers are electrically pumped, and emit radiation due
to intersubband optical transitions in semiconductor superlattices that could be en-
gineered by design. Rapid progress in their development has followed [18, 19] and
they can now match, and in some cases exceed, the performance metrics of molecular
gas lasers.
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1.4 Terahertz quantum cascade lasers with metal-
metal waveguides
1.4.1 Strong terahertz mode-confinement in metal-metal mi-
crocavities
Dielectric waveguiding is impractical for terahertz electromagnetic mode confine-
ment because it is difficult to grow thick claddings that are required for tera-
hertz frequencies (thickness of the claddings needs to be of the order of the wave-
length). In this case, microstrip-line like structures that are routinely employed in
microwave engineering were found to be optimum for guiding the terahertz mode
in QC lasers [20, 21, 22]. Parallel-plate metal-metal plasmonic waveguides are the
most effective way of confining terahertz radiation from QC lasers owing to the low
optical loss in metals at the long-wavelength terahertz frequencies. For such cavities,
the vertical dimension is typically much smaller than the wavelength of the confined
light (the maximum height of the cavity is limited by how thick of a semiconductor
superlattice heterostructure can be grown by molecular beam epitaxy), as shown
in Figure 1.3. In this case, the waveguide structure is truly a microcavity in the
vertical dimension.
Metal-metal microcavities provide near unity mode confinement even if the lat-
eral dimensions of the cavity become smaller than the wavelength, since the mode
remains similar to TEM like for which there is no cutoff condition to prevent guided
mode propagation at a particular frequency. The narrow laser cavity is with typical
width of ∼ 13 µm. An important aspect of such a subwavelength aperture is that
there is a large mismatch between the mode shapes inside the waveguide, with one
that propagates in free space. Correspondingly, the guided optical mode is tightly
confined within the cavity with a mode confinement-factor of close to unity.
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Figure 1.3: Left: Schematic of a metal-metal parallel plate ridge cavity, which confines
the terahertz optical mode with very low losses at long wavelengths. Right:
Measured far-field beam pattern of such a terahertz QCL [1]. Optical emis-
sion is highly divergent with distorted ring-like wavefronts.
1.4.2 Poor emission characteristics of terahertz QCLs with
metal-metal microcavities
The best performing terahertz QC lasers utilize metal-metal microcavities, for the
reasons explained above. However, the emission properties of such ridge cavity
lasers are very poor. First, such lasers easily excite several lateral and longitudinal
order modes simultaneously, invariably leading to multi-mode lasing across the gain
bandwidth, which is typically up to 0.5 THz around the designed frequency. Also,
the lasing modes often switch unpredictably as a function of applied bias. A multi-
mode optical spectrum is measured from such a laser. For high-resolution sensing
and spectroscopy applications, multi-mode lasing is undesirable and in some cases
strictly unacceptable. Second, terahertz QC lasers have very poor beam patterns.
Such a highly diffracted beam from a subwavelength aperture shows a ring-like
beam pattern due to the microcavity laser acting like a radiating antenna at such
long wavelengths [23]. The poor beam patterns make such a laser less attractive
for coherent detection since the phase of the electromagnetic field shows a rapid
variation spatially and also because the optical power is no longer concentrated in
a small area, and hence only a small fraction of the output power could be utilized.
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Third, while strong mode confinement reduces the lasers threshold, it also results in
small out-coupling of radiation from the end-facets and the low output power.
1.5 Distributed-feedback (DFB)
A single-mode laser is highly desirable for a variety of spectroscopy applications. In
order to achieve single frequency emission, an effective method-distributed feedback,
is widely used in laser diode, optical fiber laser and quantum cascade lasers here.
The structure builds a one-dimensional interference grating (Bragg scattering) and
the grating provides optical feedback for the laser, in contrast to a Fabry-Perot
lasers, where the facets of the chip form the two mirrors providing the feedback.
The grating of distributed-feedback acts as the wavelength selective element, which
can be constructed so as to reflect only a narrow band of wavelengths, and thus
produce a single longitudinal lasing mode. Feedback can be understood as way of
ensuring that part of the optical field passing through a given point returns to this
point repeatedly [24]. At short wavelengths, a diffraction grating is fabricated and
structured by etching the semiconductor itself. Figure 1.4 is an illustration of a
semiconductor laser cavity with a periodic grating which we will use to describe
the distributed-feedback (DFB) scheme. Any aspect of a cavity that periodically
perturbs the propagating electromagnetic mode leads to Bragg diffraction of the
wave inside the cavity. For a wave propagating from left to right with a wavevector
kwg (kwg = 2pina/λ for a plane-wave, where na is the refractive index of the active
medium and λ is the free-space wavelength), a wave is diffracted inside the cavity
for which we can write the Bragg condition
kwg = p
2pi
Λ
− kwgsin(θwg) (1.1)
where 2pi/Λ is the grating wavevector, p is an integer (p = 1, 2, 3 . . .) that
specifies the diffraction order, and θwg is the angle of diffraction.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a distributed Bragg grating implemented in a semiconductor
gain medium to improve spectral and modal characteristics of laser cavities.
1.6 Terahertz QCLs with traditional distributed-
feedback
Figure 1.5 shows the simulation results for THz QCLs with traditional distributed-
feedback, where a second-order DFB cavity is shown as an example. A periodic
grating is implemented in the top metal cladding for a parallel-plate metallic cavity
by choosing the appropriate periodicity. Laser mode has the maximum amplitude at
the interface of metal and dielectric active medium, so that a periodic perturbation
in the metal layer could provide strong Bragg diffraction. In a second-order DFB,
the first order Bragg diffraction provides the surface emission, while the periodic
grating provides distributed-feedback due to the second order Bragg diffraction, i.
e. p = 2 in equation (1.1) for θwg = pi/2 inside the cavity. Hence, a mode which
is exactly periodic with the grating is the one that is excited due to its lowest loss.
Note that the DFB structure could also be considered as a one-dimensional photonic
crystal in which the above mode is the one at the top of the lower band-edge of the
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eigenmode dispersion profile of the photonic crystal. The periodicity of the electric-
field along the grating could also be seen from the field distribution in Figure 1.5.
For dominant electric field of the lowest loss mode, each grating period is composed
of one minimum and one maximum field distribution, serving as a clear feature of
second-order DFB, while in-plane electric field is null under all grating apertures.
Experimentally, THz QCLs with second-order DFB cavity achieves the first
single-mode terahertz QC laser in a metal-metal microcavity that lased in cw opera-
tion with a single-lobed beam-pattern [25]. To-date, this remains the best perform-
ing single-mode terahertz QC laser in terms of operating temperature (although,
similar operating temperature has also recently been realized in only pulsed mode),
and is one of the two reported THz QCLs DFB results which operate in cw mode
at the temperature of liquid-Nitrogen (77 K) [26].
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Figure 1.5: Simulation results for second-order DFB. From left to right: the eigenmode
spectrum of conventional second-order DFB, in-plane electric field and dom-
inant electric field of the lowest loss mode.
1.7 Overview
This thesis consists of 6 Chapters and is organized as follows. Chapter 1 gives
an overview of terahertz frequency range and its main applications. Then the
logical flow follows the introductions of quantum-cascade lasers (QCLs), terahertz
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quantum-cascade lasers, terahertz quantum-cascade lasers with metal-metal waveg-
uide and their corresponding emission characteristics, distributed-feedback (DFB)
scheme generally utilized in semiconductors and specifically utilized in terahertz
quantum-cascade lasers, simulation results of terahertz QCLs with second-order
DFB are shown as an example. Chapter 2 focuses on description of the new
antenna-feedback scheme developed for plasmonic lasers and terahertz quantum
cascade lasers towards the primary goal of this thesis - narrow beam pattern from
such lasers. A detailed theoretical study, simulation results and experimental results
are presented. Fabrication process and experimental setup are demonstrated in this
chapter as well. Chapter 3 establishes a comprehensive analysis of antenna-feedback
for terahertz quantum-cascade lasers by both 2D and 3D simulations. Extensive
finite-element simulations were used in the design process of various photonic struc-
tures and in the pursuit of optimized parameters. Chapter 4 describes a unique
and novel tuning mechanism based on metal-clad plasmonic lasers with antenna-
feedback. Post-process deposition/etching of a dielectric (Silicon-dioxide) on a QCL
chip that has already been soldered and wire-bonded onto a copper mount was
developed to improve tuning range significantly. Experimental results show that
refractive-index of the lasers surrounding medium affects the resonant-frequency of
DFB mode sensitively and dramatically. A large, reversible, continuous, and mode-
hop-free tuning for single-mode narrow-beam terahertz plasmonic quantum-cascade
lasers (QCLs) operated in a liquid-nitrogen cooled dewar are demonstrated. Second-
order DFB with broader emission area can be very useful for surface-emitting lasers.
Theoretical investigations for improved outcoupling loss and radiative field by 2D
simulations from surface-emitting lasers are included in Chapter 5. A new pho-
tonic structure has been developed in Chapter 5 to experimentally achieve higher
output power and better beam quality of single-lobed from such lasers. Chapter
6 makes a summary of plasmonic lasers with the new antenna-feedback to achieve
ultra-narrow beam patterns and a large frequency tuning range, together with new
surface-emitting distributed feedback to achieve higher power performance, serving
as the primary goals of this thesis. A brief introduction of integrating antenna-
feedback scheme into terahertz sensors and phase-locked laser arrays is presented in
14
the section of future outlook.
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Chapter 2
Terahertz plasmonic lasers
radiating in an ultra-narrow beam
2.1 Introduction
A surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) is a coupled state between electromagnetic (EM)
field and electron plasma oscillations at the interface between a metal and a dielec-
tric, for which the EM field could be confined in subwavelength dimensions normal
to the surface of metal. Consequently, metallic cavities supporting SPP modes
have been used to realize SPP lasers (also known as plasmonic lasers or spasers)
with subwavelength dimensions [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. The energy in a spaser can
remain confined as coherent SPPs or it can be made to leak out from the spaser as
radiation. In many targeted applications in integrated optics and nanophotonics,
spasers are developed as nanoscale sources of coherent electromagnetic (EM) radi-
ation and show interesting properties such as ultrafast dynamics for applications in
high-speed optical communications. Parallel-plate metallic cavities supporting SPP
modes are also utilized for terahertz quantum-cascade lasers (QCLs) [17] to achieve
low-threshold and high-temperature performance [32] owing to the low-loss of SPP
modes at terahertz frequencies that are much smaller than the plasma frequency
in metal. The most common type of plasmonic lasers with long-range SPPs, which
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include terahertz QCLs, utilize Fabry-Pe´rot type cavities in which at least one di-
mension is longer than the wavelength inside the dielectric [33, 34, 35, 22]. One
of the most important challenges for such plasmonic lasers is their poor coupling
to free-space radiation modes owing to the subwavelength mode confinement in the
cavity, which leads to small radiative efficiency and highly divergent radiation pat-
terns. This problem is also severe for terahertz QCLs based on metallic cavities and
leads to low-output power and undesirable omnidirectional radiation patterns from
Fabry-Pe´rot cavities [1, 23].
A possible solution to achieve directionality of far-field emission from spasers
is to utilize periodic structures with broad-area emission, which has been used for
both short-wavelength spasers [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] as well as terahertz QCLs [42,
43]. On chip phased-locked arrays [44, 45] or metasurface reflectors composed of
multiple cavities [46] have also been utilized for directional emission in terahertz
QCLs. However, edge-emitting Fabry-Pe´rot cavity structures with narrow cavity
widths are more desirable, especially for electrically pumped spasers to achieve small
operating electrical power and better heat removal from the cavity (along the width
of the cavity in lateral dimension, through the substrate) for continuous-wave (cw)
operation. In this chapter, we theoretically and experimentally demonstrate a new
technique for implementing distributed-feedback (DFB) in plasmonic lasers with
Fabry-Pe´rot cavities, which is termed as an antenna-feedback scheme. This DFB
scheme has no resemblance to the the multitude of DFB methods that have been
conventionally utilized for semiconductor lasers. The key concept is to couple the
guided SPP mode in a spasers cavity to a single-sided SPP mode that can exist in its
surrounding medium by periodic perturbation of the metallic cladding in the cavity.
Such a coupling is possible by choosing a Bragg grating of appropriate periodicity
in the metallic film. This leads to excitation of coherent single-sided SPPs on the
metallic cladding of the spaser, which couple to a narrow-beam in the far-field. The
narrow beam emission is due in part to the cavity acting like an end-fire phased-array
antenna at the microwave frequencies, as well as due to the large spatial extent of
a coherent single-sided SPP mode that is generated on the metal film as a result of
the feedback scheme. Experimentally, the antenna-feedback method is implemented
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for terahertz QCLs for which the method is shown to be an improvement over the
recently developed third-order DFB scheme for producing directional beams [47]
since it does not require any specific design considerations for phase-matching [48].
The emitted beam is more directional and the output power is also increased due
to increased radiative field by virtue of this specific scheme.
2.2 New antenna-feedback scheme for plasmonic
lasers
Single-mode operation in spasers with Fabry-Pe´rot cavities could be implemented in
a straightforward manner by periodically perturbing the metallic film that supports
the resonant SPP modes. The schematic in Fig. 2.1(a) shows an example of a peri-
odic grating in the top metal cladding for a parallel-plate metallic cavity that could
be utilized to implement conventional p-th order DFB by choosing the appropriate
periodicity. Since the SPP mode has maximum amplitude at the interface of metal
and dielectric active medium, a periodic perturbation in the metal film could provide
strong Bragg diffraction up to high-orders for the counter-propagating SPP waves
inside the active medium with incident and diffracted wavevectors ki and kd = −ki
respectively, such that
ki = p
2pi
Λ
+ kd (2.1)
where Λ is the grating period, 2pi/Λ is the grating wavevector, and p is an integer
(p = 1, 2, 3 . . .) that specifies the diffraction order. For plane-wave like modes at fre-
quencies far away from the plasma resonance in metal, ki ≈ 2pina/λ, where λ is the
free-space wavelength corresponding to the SPP mode and na is the effective prop-
agation index in active medium (approximately the same as refractive index of the
medium), the so-called Bragg mode with λ = 2naΛ/p is resonantly excited because
it is, by design, the lowest-loss mode in the DFB cavity within the gain spectrum of
the active medium. For terahertz QCLs with metallic cavities, first-order [49] and
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Figure 2.1: The antenna-feedback concept for plasmonic lasers. (a) The general
principle of conventional distributed-feedback (DFB) that could be imple-
mented in a spaser by introducing periodicity in its metallic cladding. A
parallel-plate metallic cavity is illustrated; however, the principle is equally
applicable to spaser cavities with a single metal-cladding. (b) If the period-
icity in (a) is implemented by making holes or slits in the metal-cladding, the
guided SPP wave diffracts out through the apertures and generates single-
sided SPP waves on the cladding in the surrounding medium. The figure
shows phase-mismatch between successive apertures for SPP waves on either
side of the cladding. Coherent single-sided SPP waves in the surrounding
medium cannot therefore be sustained owing to destructive interference with
the guided SPP wave inside the cavity, as illustrated in (c). (d) Principle of
an antenna-feedback grating. If the periodicity in the metal film allows the
guided SPP mode to diffract outside the cavity, a grating period could be
chosen that leads to the first-order Bragg diffraction in the opposite direc-
tion, but in the surrounding medium rather than inside the active medium
itself. Similarly, the single-sided SPP mode in the surrounding medium un-
dergoes first-order Bragg diffraction to couple with the guided SPP wave in
the opposite direction inside the cavity. (e) The grating in (d) leads to a fixed
phase-condition at each aperture between counter propagating SPP waves
on the either side of metal-cladding. First, this leads to significant build up
of amplitude in the single-sided SPP wave in the surrounding medium, as
illustrated in (f). Second, emission from each aperture adds constructively
to couple to far-field radiation in the end-fire (z) direction. As argued in the
text, both of these aspects lead to narrow far-field emission profile in the
x− y plane.
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second-order [50, 25] DFBs have been implemented to achieve robust single-mode op-
eration. However, these conventional DFB techniques do not achieve directionality
of far-field radiation in both directions. There is phase mismatch for SPP waves on
either side of metal claddings and destructive interference between successive aper-
tures, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b) for propagating SPP waves. Therefore, no coherent
single-sided SPP waves can be established on the metallic cladding in the surround-
ing medium as demonstrated in Fig. 2.1(c). Consequently, 2D photonic-crystal DFB
structures have been utilized for broad-area (surface) single-mode emission [51, 52]
for which diffraction-limited beams could be achieved at the expense of large cavity
dimensions.
In contrast to conventional DFB methods in which periodic gratings couple for-
ward and backward propagating waves inside the active medium itself, the antenna-
feedback scheme couples a single-sided SPP wave that travels in the surrounding
medium with the SPP wave traveling inside the active medium as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1(d). The SPP wave inside the active medium with incident wavevector
ki ≈ 2pina/λ is diffracted in the opposite direction in the surrounding medium with
wavevector kd ≈ −2pins/λ. For the first-order diffraction grating (p = 1), equa-
tion (2.1) results in
2pina
λ
=
2pi
Λ
− 2pins
λ
(2.2)
that leads to excitation of a DFB mode with λ = (na + ns)Λ, which is different
from any of the p-th order DFB modes that occur at λ = 2naΛ/p. Hence, the
antenna-feedback mode could always be excited by just selecting the appropriate
grating period Λ such that the wavelength occurs close to the peak-gain wavelength
in the active-medium. For GaAs/AlGaAs based terahertz QCLs, na ∼ 3.6, ns = 1,
and hence for a chosen grating-period Λ, the first-order DFB, antenna-feedback, and
second-order DFB modes occur at wavelengths 7.2 Λ, 4.6 Λ, and 3.6 Λ respectively.
The typical gain-bandwidth of terahertz QCLs is less than 20% of the peak-gain
wavelength, which suggests that the grating has to be designed specifically to excite
the antenna-feedback mode.
The antenna-feedback scheme leads to excitation of a coherent single-sided SPP
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between conventional DFB (third-order DFB as an
example) and antenna-feedback schemes for terahertz QCL cav-
ities. The figure shows SPP eigenmode spectrum and electric-field for
the eigenmode with lowest loss calculated by finite-element simulations
of parallel-plate metallic cavities as in Fig. 2.1, with GaAs as dielectric
(na = 3.6) and air as surrounding medium (ns = 1). Simulations are done in
2-D (i. e. cavities of infinite-width) for 10 µm thick and 1.4 mm long cavities,
and metal and active-layers are considered lossless. A periodic grating with
apertures of (somewhat arbitrary) width 0.2Λ in the top-metal cladding are
implemented for DFB. Λ is chosen to excite the lowest-loss DFB mode at
similar frequencies close to ∼ 3 THz. The eigenmode spectrum shows fre-
quencies and loss for the resonant-cavity modes, which reflects combination
of radiation loss and the loss at longitudinal absorbing regions. Radiation
loss occurs through diffraction from apertures, and the amplitude of in-
plane electric-field Ez is indicative of the outcoupling efficiency. The major
fraction of EM energy for the resonant modes exists in TM polarized (Ey)
electric-field. A photonic bandgap in the eigenmode spectrum is indicative
of DFB effect due to the grating. The antenna-DFB grating excites a strong
single-sided SPP standing-wave on top of the metallic grating (in air) as also
illustrated in Fig. 2.1(f). Also, the radiative loss for the third-order DFB
grating is smaller since the lowest-loss eigenmode has zeros of Ez under the
apertures, which leads to smaller net outcoupling of radiation. The loss is
∼ 6.7 cm−1 and ∼ 10.6 cm−1 for the lowest loss resonant cavity mode of
third-order DFB and antenna-feedback scheme, respectively.
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standing-wave on the metallic cladding of the spaser, which is phase-locked to the
resonant-cavity SPP mode inside the active medium as shown in Fig. 2.1(f). Both
waves maintain exact same phase relation at each aperture location, where they
exchange electromagnetic (EM) energy with each other due to diffraction as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.1(e). The SPP wave in the surrounding medium is excited due
to scattering of EM field at apertures that generates a combination of propagat-
ing quasi-cylindrical waves and SPPs [53, 54] that propagate along the surface of
the metal-film. The scattered waves thus generated at each aperture superimpose
constructively in only the end-fire (z) direction owing to the phase-condition thus
established at each aperture. For coupling to far-field radiation, the radiation is
therefore analogous to that from an end-fire phased array antenna that produces a
narrow beam in both x and y directions.
A third-order DFB technique was recently shown to achieve emission in a nar-
row beam for terahertz QCLs with Fabry-Pe´rot cavities [47]. It can achieve high
directionality for the radiated beam in both directions perpendicular to propaga-
tion, so long as the effective propagation index of the SPP wave inside the active
medium could be made ∼ 3.0 by complex deep dry etching in the slits [47] or lateral
corrugated geometry [26]. The so-called phase matching condition is possible for
GaAs-based QCLs by cavity engineering [48] since the nGaAs ∼ 3.6 is close to 3.0.
The antenna-feedback technique in this work offers similar outcome as a perfectly
matched third-order DFB with improved directionality as well as a novel outcou-
pling mechanism of the radiated beam from terahertz QCLs. It is to be noted that
the antenna-feedback scheme is automatically phase-matched and hence it could be
utilized for any type of spaser without any restrictions on the required index in the
active medium.
2.3 Simulation results
Fig.2.2 shows comparison of the eigenmode spectrum of a terahertz QCL cavity with
conventional DFB, taking third-order DFB as an example versus antenna-feedback
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gratings computed using a finite-element solver [2]. Fig. 2.2(a) shows results from
a third-order DFB grating with Λ = 41.7 µm and (b) shows results from antenna-
feedback grating with Λ = 21.7 µm. The occurrence of band-gaps in the spectra
is indicative of the DFB effect. In both cases, the lower-frequency band-edge mode
is the lowest-loss mode by way of DFB action, since the DFB modes result in a
standing-wave being established along the length of the cavity with an envelope
shape that vanishes close to the longitudinal boundaries (end-facets). In both cases,
lossy sections are implemented in the cavities at both longitudinal ends of the cav-
ity to implement absorbing boundaries, which eliminates reflection of guided SPP
modes from the end-facets. As can be seen from the field-plot of the band-edge
mode in Fig. 2.2(b), for antenna-feedback grating, a standing-wave for the single-
sided SPP wave is additionally established in air. In contrast, third-order DFB leads
to negligible amplitude of the single-sided SPP wave in air, as mentioned previously
and illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.1(c). For the dominant TM polarized (Ey)
electric field of antenna-feedback, the hybrid SPPs mode bound to the top metal
layer consists of both quasi-cylindrical waves and SPPs, which are evanescent-field
with a free-space propagation constant. Particularly at long wavelengths, such as
mid infrared and THz region, SPPs and quasi-cylindrical waves complexly mix with
each other [53], contributing to the large spatial extent of SPP mode in surrounding
medium as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), which does not exist for any conventional DFB, such
as first-order, second-order and third-order DFB. In addition, hybrid SPPs on top of
metallic grating and standing-wave inside laser cavity show clearly different period-
icity, with the ratio of free space wavelength over guided wavelength, which further
confirms that the excitation of the coherent SPP wave on both side of top metal-
lic surface contribute to feedback and coupling mechanism with antenna-feedback
scheme. The absorbing boundaries at the longitudinal ends of the cavity [55] in-
crease the relative loss of the modes that are further away from the band-edge mode,
which helps in mode discrimination and will lead to excitation of the desired band-
edge mode for single-mode operation of the spaser. The active region and metal
layers are modeled as lossless since the exact loss contribution due to each is not
clear in literature for terahertz QCLs at cryogenic temperatures. If lossy metal
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is used, the relative loss of various resonant modes for the DFB cavities are not
impacted and neither are the mode-shapes and the corresponding resonant frequen-
cies. For the band-edge modes in Fig. 2.2(a) and Fig. 2.2(b), a loss of ∼ 5 cm−1
was estimated as a contribution from the absorbing boundaries. Consequently, the
radiative (outcoupling) loss of of the third-order DFB is ∼ 1.7 cm−1 as compared to
∼ 5.6 cm−1 for the antenna-feedback. The radiative loss of the third-order DFB is
smaller since the band-edge mode has zeros of the radiative field (Ez) being located
at each aperture, since the grating period Λ is integer multiple of half-wavelengths
in the GaAs/AlGaAs active medium (Λ = 3λGaAs/2, where λGaAs ≡ λ/nGaAs). Such
a low-outcoupling efficiency is also existent in surface-emitting terahertz QCLs with
second-order DFB [25]. For the cavity with antenna-feedback, the radiative loss
is higher because the grating period is not an integer multiple of half-wavelengths
inside the active medium (Λ ∼ 0.78λGaAs) that leads to large amplitudes of the
radiative-field (Ez) in alternating apertures as shown in the figure. As a conse-
quence, the output power from terahertz QCLs with antenna-feedback should be
greater than that with conventional DFB gratings, which is an additional advantage
of the antenna-feedback scheme for terahertz QCLs. This was also verified exper-
imentally from the measured output power. The recently developed second-order
DFB QCLs with graded periodicity [56] achieve high-power emission for the same
reason, i. e. non-zero radiative field under the metallic apertures.
2.4 Fabrication of antenna-feedback for THz QCLs
The active-medium of the QCLs is based on a three-well resonant-phonon de-
sign with GaAs/Al0.10Ga0.90As superlattice (design RTRP3W197, wafer number
VB0464), which is described in Ref. [57], and was grown by molecular-beam epitaxy.
The QCL superlattice is 10 µm thick with an average n-doping of 5.5× 1015 cm−3,
and surrounded by 0.05 µm and 0.1 µm thick highly-doped GaAs contact layers at
5× 1018 cm−3 on either side of the superlattice. Fabrication of QCLs with parallel-
plate metallic cavities followed a Cu-Cu thermocompression wafer bonding technique
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as in Ref. [25] with standard optical contact lithography. Following wafer-bonding
and substrate removal, as shown in Fig. 2.3, positive-resist lithography was used to
selectively etch away the 0.1 µm thick highly-doped GaAs layer from all locations
where top-metal cladding would exist on individual cavities except in ∼ 5 µm wide
regions at the outer rectangular boundaries of the top-metal layer due to overlapping
mask layers. The removal of this layer beneath the top-metal does not impact elec-
trical transport significantly except adding a small voltage drop at the top contact
during QCL operation. Importantly, this lithography step allows radiative outcou-
pling from the apertures in the finally fabricated QCL cavities; and simultaneously
serves to implement longitudinal and lateral absorbing boundaries as illustrated in
Fig. 2.7(a) by leaving the highly-doped GaAs layer exposed at both longitudinal and
lateral edges of the QCL cavity. The absorbing boundaries result in a highly lossy
propagation of the SPP modes in those regions [55]. While the longitudinal bound-
aries help in DFB mode discrimination, the lateral boundaries are useful to eliminate
higher-order lateral guided modes by making them more lossy in comparison to the
fundamental mode [25, 51, 47].
Ti/Au metal layers of thickness 25/200 nm were used as the top metal cladding,
using an image-reversal lithography mask for implementing gratings in the metal
layers, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Another positive-resist lithography step was used to
cover the grating-metal with photoresist to be used as a mask for wet-etching of
ridges in a H2SO4:H2O2:H2O 1:8:80 solution for ∼ 22 minutes. After etching the
10 µm thick superlattice active region when the bottom metal layer is exposed, an
over-etch of ∼ 1 minute was followed up to reduce the slope on the sidewalls of the
QCL’s cavities to allow for a more uniform current-density distribution through the
height of the cavity (in y direction). A Ti/Au contact was used as the backside-
metal contact for the finally fabricated QCL chips to assist in soldering. Before
deposition of backside-metal of the wafer, the substrate was mechanically polished
down to a thickness of ∼ 170 µm to improve heat-sinking.
For measurements, a cleaved chip consisting of QCLs with antenna-feedback
gratings of different periods along with some Fabry-Pe´rot ridge QCLs and third-
order DFB QCLs was In-soldered on a Cu block as shown in Fig. 2.5 , the QCL to
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of fabrication steps for THz QCLs with distributed-feedback
(part1).
26
MQWs
Figure 2.4: Schematic of fabrication steps for THz QCLs with distributed-feedback
(part2).
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be tested was wire-bonded for electrical biasing, and the Cu block was mounted on
the cold-stage of a liquid Nitrogen vacuum cryostat for measurements. Initial mea-
surements of the fabricated QCL cavities did not yield lasing devices at 78 K. It was
then realized that the ∼ 13 µm wide lateral absorbing boundaries on each side were
perhaps introducing high optical losses in the cavities. The finally fabricated wafers
were then etched again (post-fabrication) in a H2SO4:H2O2:H2O 1:8:80 solution for
∼ 15 seconds, which is likely to etch away most of the exposed highly-doped GaAs
layer. However, ∼ 5 µm wide highly-doped GaAs layer remains unetched underneath
the top-metal cladding on all four outer boundaries of the cladding, which serves
to perform the role of an absorbing region. The post-etched devices lased upon
re-testing, and their robust single-mode operation suggests that both lateral and
longitudinal absorbing boundaries were able to suppress undesired resonant-modes
in the cavity as desired.
Laser chip
Cu mount
 3mm Bonding wire 
carrier
Figure 2.5: Picture of laser chip on a Cu mount.
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The emitted optical power was measured with a deuterated triglycine sulfate
pyroelectric detector (DTGS) and calibrated with a terahertz thermopile powerme-
ter (ScienTech model AC2500H) without any optical component or cone collecting
optic inside the cryostat to improve collection of radiated power in the case of DFB
QCLs. (A Winston cone was used to collect power, but only for the Fabry-Pe´rot-
cavity QCL reported in Fig. 2.11.) Polymethylpentene (TPX) is used as the window
material of liquid Nitrogen cooled dewar (Infrared Lab Inc. HDL-5 dewar system).
TPX is optically transparent in UV, visible and THz ranges. Index of refraction is
∼ 1.46 and is relatively independent on wavelength. For example, at wavelength
of 300 µm, index of refraction of TPX is ∼ 1.46 (Source: TYDEX Company).
Losses are very low up to mm-wavelengths. TPX has excellent heat resistance and
is highly resistant to most organic and inorganic commercial chemicals. The spectra
were measured at 78 K in linear-scan mode with a resolution of 0.2 cm−1 (6 GHz) us-
ing a Bruker Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) under vacuum, with a
room-temperature DTGS detector placed inside the FTIR. The experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 2.6. Far-field radiation patterns were measured with a DTGS py-
roelectric cell detector mounted on a computer-controlled two-axis (x − y plane)
moving stage in the end-fire (z) direction at a distance of 65 mm from the QCLs’
end-facets as shown in Fig. 2.8. The detector’s size leads to spatial averaging of
the measured beam with a step-size of 1.7◦, which has a negligible impact on the
measured beam-width.
2.5 Experimental demonstration of antenna-
feedback for THz QCLs
Fig. 2.7 shows experimental results from terahertz QCLs implemented with antenna-
feedback gratings. Details about fabrication and measurement methods are pre-
sented above. Fig. 2.7(b) shows representative L-I curves versus heat-sink tempera-
ture for a QCL with Λ = 24 µm. The QCL operated up to a temperature of 124 K.
In comparison, multi-mode Fabry-Pe´rot cavity QCLs on the same chip that did
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Figure 2.6: Experimental setup for measurements of THz QCLs.
not include longitudinal or lateral absorbing boundaries operated up to ∼ 140 K.
Light-current characteristics and spectra at different bias with Fabry-Pe´rot cavity
are shown in section 2.6. The temperature degradation due to absorbing bound-
aries is relatively small and similar to previous reports of DFB terahertz QCLs [25].
The inset shows measured spectra at different bias at 78 K. Most QCLs tested
with different grating periods showed robust single-mode operation except close to
peak-bias when a second-mode was excited for some devices at a shorter-wavelength,
which suggests it is likely due to a higher-order lateral model being excited due to
spatial-hole burning in the cavity. Peak-power output of ∼ 1.5 mW was detected
from the antenna-feedback QCL measured directly at the detector without using any
collecting optics. For comparison, a terahertz QCL with third-order DFB (without
phase matching) and similar dimensions was also fabricated on the same chip, which
operated up to a similar temperature of ∼ 124 K and emitted peak-power output
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Figure 2.7: Lasing characteristics of terahertz QCLs with antenna-feedback.
(a) The schematic on left shows the QCL’s metallic-cavity with antenna-
feedback grating implemented in top metal cladding. The active-medium is
10 µm thick and based on a 3 THz GaAs/Al0.10Ga0.90As QCL design. A
scanning-electron microscope image of the fabricated QCLs is shown on the
right. (b) Experimental light-current-voltage characteristics of a representa-
tive QCL with antenna-feedback of dimensions 1.4 mm×100 µm at different
heat-sink temperatures. The QCL is biased with low duty-cycle current
pulses of 200 ns duration and 100 kHz repetition rate. Inset shows lasing
spectra for different bias where the spectral linewidth is limited by instru-
ment’s resolution. The emitted optical power is measured without any cone
collecting optic inside the cryostat. (c) Measured spectra for four different
antenna-feedback QCLs with varying grating periods Λ, but similar overall
cavity dimensions. The QCLs are biased at a current-density ∼ 440 A/cm2
at 78 K.
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of ∼ 0.45 mW (see section 2.6). The antenna-feedback gratings lead to greater ra-
diative outcoupling compared to conventional DFB schemes for terahertz QCLs, as
discussed in the previous section.
Pyroelectric detector
2D moving stage
Laser mountedinside dewar
Motor driver
Figure 2.8: Experimental setup for beam measurement.
Fig. 2.7(c) shows spectra measured from four different terahertz QCLs with
antenna-feedback gratings of different grating periods Λ. The single-mode spectra
scales linearly with Λ, which is the clearest proof that the feedback mechanism
works as expected and the lower band-edge mode is selectively excited in each case.
Using λ = Λ(na +1) from equation (2.2), the effective propagation index of the SPP
mode in the active medium na is calculated as 3.59, 3.53, 3.46, and 3.33 for QCLs
with Λ of 21 µm, 22 µm, 23 µm, and 24 µm respectively. The effective mode-index
na decreases because a larger Λ introduces larger sized apertures in the metal film
since the grating duty-cycle was kept same for all devices. Consequently, a greater
amount of field couples to the single-sided SPP mode in air for increasing Λ, thereby
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reducing the modal confinement in the active medium that reduces the propagation
index of the guided SPP mode further.
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Figure 2.9: Far-field radiation-patterns of terahertz QCLs with antenna-
feedback. (a) Schematic showing orientation of QCLs and definition of
angles. The QCLs were operated at 78 K in pulsed mode and biased at
∼ 440 A/cm2 while lasing in single-mode. The plots are for QCLs with
∼ 1.4 mm long cavities and (b) 70 µm width and Λ = 21 µm grating emit-
ting at ∼ 3.1 THz, (c) 100 µm width and Λ = 21 µm grating emitting
at ∼ 3.1 THz, and (d) 100 µm width and Λ = 24 µm grating emitting at
∼ 2.9 THz respectively.
Experimental far-field beam patterns for antenna-feedback QCLs with varying
designed parameters are shown in Fig. 2.9. Single-lobed beams in both lateral (x)
and vertical (y) directions were measured for all QCLs. As shown in Fig. 2.9(b),
the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) for the QCL with 70 µm width, Λ = 21 µm
is ∼ 4◦ × 4◦, which is the narrowest reported beam-profile from any terahertz QCL
to-date. In contrast, previous schemes for emission in a narrow-beam have resulted
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in divergence angles of 6◦ × 11◦ using very long (> 5 mm) cavities and a phased-
matched third-order DFB scheme [48] and 7◦ × 10◦ using broad-area devices with
2D photonic-crystals [52] for single-mode terahertz QCLs, and 4◦ × 10◦ [58] and
12◦ × 16◦ [59] for multi-mode QCLs using metamaterial collimators. Figs. 2.9(c)
and 2.9(d) show representative beam patterns from QCLs with wider cavities of
100 µm width, for the smallest and largest Λ in the range of fabricated devices
respectively. The beam divergence is relatively independent of Λ as expected. More
importantly, the measurements show that the wider cavities result in a slightly
broader beam. Such a result is counter-intuitive because typically a laser emits in a
narrower beam as its cavity’s dimensions are increased due to an increase in the size
of emitting aperture. Such a behavior is unique for a spaser with antenna-feedback,
and is discussed along with full-wave 3D FEM simulation of the beam pattern in
section 3.1. It can be argued that the size of the beam could be further narrowed
by utilizing narrower cavities for terahertz QCLs, which will be extremely beneficial
to develop cw sources of narrow-beam coherent terahertz radiation.
In this thesis, all measurements are presented in pulsed mode operation. Continuous-
wave (cw) operation was achieved for cavity width of both 100 µm and 70 µm at
50 K operated in Stirling cryocooler. Robust single mode spectrum was measured
from antenna-feedback scheme. For example, for antenna-feedback scheme with
100 µm width and grating period 24 µm, wavelength of continuous-wave lasing is
∼ 104 µm. In cw operation, we have not done the beam pattern measurements.
2.6 Experimental characteristics of third-order
DFB QCL and a Fabry-Pe´rot-cavity QCL
Figure 2.10 shows L-I characteristics of a representative terahertz QCL with third-
order DFB without well defined phase-matching condition that was fabricated on
the same chip by standard lithography to pattern grating on top metallic layer,
and with similar dimensions as that of the antenna-feedback QCLs whose data is
reported in Fig. 2.7. Using the phase condition λ = 2naΛ/p as determined from
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Figure 2.10: Lasing characteristics of a terahertz QCL with third-order DFB
without phase matching. Light-current characteristics of a terahertz
QCL with third-order DFB in pulsed operation. The QCL is fabricated
on the same chip, and the cavity dimensions are similar to the QCLs with
antenna-feedback. The inset shows the measured far-field radiation-pattern
with the same angular definitions as in Fig. 2.9(a). The QCL emitted
predominantly in single-mode at λ = 103.0 µm (ν = 2.91 THz) with grating
period 44 µm .
equation 2.1 for p = 3 (third-order DFB), an effective-mode index of na = 3.51
is estimated for the resonant-cavity SPP mode in the active medium of the cav-
ity. For ideal phase-matching, a mode-index value of 3.0 is required, hence the
phased-matching condition is not satisfied for this QCL. Consequently, the mea-
sured FWHM of the far-field radiation pattern ∼ 12◦ × 16◦ for this QCL is not as
good as that for phased-matched third-order DFB QCLs with reduced effective mode
index [48, 47, 26]. Elongated and multi-lobed beam pattern for third-order DFB
when refractive index is close to 3.6 is observed in Ref. [47]. The peak output power
for the third-order DFB QCL without phase matching is ∼ 0.45 mW at 78 K, which
is about three times less than that obtained for the antenna-feedback QCL with
similar dimensions lasing at similar frequency. The output power slope efficiencies
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Figure 2.11: Lasing characteristics of a terahertz QCL with Fabry-Pe´rot cav-
ity. Light-current characteristics of a QCL with Fabry-Pe´rot cavity at
different heat-sink temperatures in pulsed operation. Output power was
collected with a Winston cone placed close to laser facet due to the highly
divergent beam pattern of Fabry-Pe´rot type THz QCLs. The inset shows
lasing spectra at different bias at ∼ 78 K. .
at 78 K are 4 mW/A and 13 mW/A respectively for the third-order DFB QCL and
antenna-feedback QCL respectively. The optical power was measured without cone
collecting optics. The relative differences in the measured optical power are in good
agreement with the radiative losses estimated via 2D FEM simulations for similar
cavity dimensions as in Fig. 2.2. The maximum operating temperature of this QCL
is almost similar to that of the antenna-feedback QCL, which suggests that radiative
loss is a relatively small fraction of the overall waveguide loss in both types of DFB
QCL cavities. This also suggests that there is a scope for enhancing the radiative
efficiency to increase optical power output without causing a significant degradation
in temperature performance of terahertz QCLs with antenna-feedback. Calculation
of surface-outcoupling efficiency as in Ref. [60] is outside the scope of this work due
to the large uncertainty in the absolute loss contribution of metal layers, absorbing
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boundaries, as well as the active region itself. The optimized phase-matched third-
order DFB [26] with bound-to-continuum design shows lower current-density and
higher efficiency without absorbing regions. Since the feedback of the laser mode is
achieved by SPP mode propagating on the surface for antenna-feedback, technique of
covering waveguide sidewall with metal [25] or lateral corrugated grating [26], which
does not absorb effective outcoupled laser radiation from antenna-feedback, can re-
place lateral absorber layer here and will further enhance the outcoupling efficiency.
L-I characteristics at different heat-sink temperature of a representative terahertz
QCL with Fabry-Pe´rot (FP) cavity is shown in Fig. 2.11. Exposed highly-doped
lossy contact layer serving as absorber introduces ∼ 15 K temperature degradation
for DFB cavity. Because sub-wavelength mode confinement in FP cavities results
in highly divergent output beams of THz QCLs with parallel-plate metallic cavities,
the output power is measured with a Winston cone and the detector was placed
adjacent to the cryostat window. The diameter of the circular opening of cone is
∼ 1.9 mm. The frequency of gain medium covers ∼ 2.8 THz to ∼ 3.2 THz at
∼ 78 K.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel antenna-feedback scheme to achieve single-
mode operation and a highly directional far-field radiation pattern from plasmonic
lasers with subwavelength apertures and Fabry-Pe´rot type cavities. It is conceptu-
ally different from any other previously utilized DFB schemes for solid-state lasers,
and is based on phase-locking of a single-sided surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP)
mode on (one of) the metal film(s) in the spaser’s cavity with the guided SPP mode
inside the spaser’s active medium. The phase-locking is established due to strong
Bragg diffraction of the SPP modes by periodically perforating the metal film in
the form of a grating of holes or slits. The uniqueness of the method lies in the
specific value of the grating’s period, which leads to the spaser’s cavity radiating
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like an end-fire phased-array antenna for the excited DFB mode. Additionally, co-
herent single-sided SPPs are also generated on the metal film that have a large
spatial extent in the surrounding medium of the laser’s cavity, which could have
important implications for applications in integrated plasmonics. Coherent SPPs
with large spatial extent could make it easy to couple SPP waves from the plas-
monic lasers to other photonic components, and could also potentially be utilized
for plasmonic sensing. Experimentally, the scheme is implemented in terahertz
QCLs with subwavelength metallic cavities. A beam-divergence angle as small as
4◦×4◦ is achieved for single-mode QCLs, which is narrower than that achieved with
any other previously reported schemes for terahertz QCLs with periodic photonic
structures. Compared with the third-order DFB method, the new antenna-feedback
scheme is easier to implement for fabrication by standard lithography techniques
without any other complex fabrication technique to precisely match a well defined
effective mode index, and achieves a superior radiative outcoupling owing to the fact
that the grating period is not an integer multiple of half-wavelengths of the standing
SPP-wave inside the active medium. Terahertz QCLs with antenna-feedback could
lead to the development of new modalities for terahertz spectroscopic sensing and
wavelength tunability due to access of a coherent terahertz SPP wave on top of the
QCL’s cavity, possibilities of sensing and imaging at standoff distances of few tens of
meters, and development of integrated terahertz laser arrays with a broad spectral
coverage for applications in terahertz absorption spectroscopy.
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Chapter 3
Analysis and design of terahertz
quantum cascade lasers with new
antenna-feedback scheme
This chapter presents a comprehensive design and analysis for the novel antenna-
feedback scheme, which achieves a highly directional far-field radiation pattern from
plasmonic lasers with subwavelength apertures and Fabry-Pe´rot type cavities. The
antenna-feedback scheme is compared with conventional DFBs on various aspects,
such as characteristics of electric field distribution, SPP mode on top of subwave-
length metallic cavity and energy density profile along the whole length of laser
cavity. Antenna-feedback scheme strongly couples the surface-plasmon-polariton
(SPP) mode on the metal layer with the guided SPP mode inside the active medium.
Role of the longitudinal absorbing boundaries is discussed. Antenna feedback with
different absorber lengths, duty cycles and lengths are discussed as well. Third-
order DFB with and without phase-matching condition is presented. Calculated
beam pattern from 3D simulations and geometry used in 3D simulations are shown.
Beam pattern multiplication theory of a phased-array antenna model is introduced
to analyse the narrow beam output of antenna-feedback scheme. In addition, new
photonic structures are proposed for antenna-feedback scheme to further improve
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output power ∼ 3 THz and robustly operate at lower frequency ∼ 2 THz.
3.1 Analysis of antenna-feedback scheme
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Figure 3.1: Energy-density profiles along the length of the metallic cavities (in z direc-
tion) for the band-edge DFB modes for (a) third-order DFB cavity, and (b)
cavity with antenna-feedback respectively.
Figure 3.1 shows energy-density profile for the resonant band-edge modes of the
cavities with third-order DFB and antenna-feedback schemes respectively, along the
entire length of the cavity (∼ 1.4 mm). Energy-density is calculated and summed up
along the cavity’s height (10 µm) from 2D simulations (that effectively model cavities
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of infinite width). The eigenmode spectra and electric-field distributions for the
cavities are shown in Fig. 2.2. Both third-order DFB and antenna-feedback schemes
show non-uniform envelope shapes, which gradually decrease from the center to the
end-facets of cavity and provide indication of typical DFB action due to coupling of
propagating waves along the length of cavity as per the corresponding schematics
in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 3.2: Role of longitudinal absorbing boundaries in resonant-cavities with
antenna-feedback. (a) Eigenmode spectrum of QCL metallic cavity with
antenna-feedback gratings in the top metallic layer, but without longitudinal
absorbing boundaries at the two ends of the cavity. The dimensions of the
cavity are otherwise similar to that for the result in Fig. 2.2(b). (b) Energy
density profile along the length of the ∼ 1.4 mm long cavity and dominant
electric field Ey of a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity type mode that exists sufficiently
away from the photonic bandgap. (c) Energy density profile and electric-
field profile along the length of the cavity for the “desired” antenna-feedback
mode that exists at the edge of the photonic bandgap. The z direction is
along the length of laser ridge, as marked in Fig. 3.1.
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A thin highly-doped GaAs layer below the top-metal cladding was left unetched
at the regions close to longitudinal facets, serving as the longitudinal absorbing
boundary to ensure the excitation of the desired antenna-feedback mode as the
lowest-loss lasing mode. Firstly, such absorbing boundaries reduce the end-facet
reflectivities that strengthens the distributed-feedback coupling for the antenna-
feedback scheme. Secondly, the longitudinal absorber boundaries play an important
role in providing the necessary mechanism for mode-discrimination, to selectively
excite the desired band-edge antenna-feedback mode for lasing. Figure 3.2(a) shows
the eigenmode spectrum of the antenna-feedback scheme without longitudinal ab-
sorbing boundaries. There exist the Fabry-Perot type modes with uniform energy
density profile along the whole length of laser cavity and large electric field distri-
bution close to end facets of the cavity, as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). However, the loss
of such modes is small due to highly reflective end-facets. The desired antenna-
feedback mode, located at the lower bandedge, shows non-uniform energy-density
profile along the length of cavities as an indicator of DFB action and strong cou-
pling between plasmonic mode on top of metallic layer and guided mode in the
active core, as seen from Fig. 3.2(c). However, its radiative loss is higher due to the
improved and large radiative field of antenna-feedback mode and hence, it cannot
be excited for lasing in the absence of longitudinal absorbing boundaries. When lon-
gitudinal absorbing boundaries are introduced, the relative loss of the modes with
large intensity closer to longitudinal ends of cavity, which are further away from
the photonic bandgap, will be selectively and significantly increased. Therefore, the
antenna-feedback mode is excited for lasing as the robust lowest-loss mode as seen
from the eigenmode spectrum in Fig. 2.2(b).
In 2D simulations, a loss of ∼ 5 cm−1 was estimated as a contribution from the
absorbing boundaries. Third-order DFB with and without absorbing boundaries
are compared, the loss difference is ∼ 5 cm−1 and the energy density plot keeps
the same non-uniformity. Therefore, ∼ 5 cm−1 can be roughly represents the loss
introduced by the absorbing boundaries.
Figure 3.3 shows lateral mode shape of the antenna-feedback mode at approx-
imately the longitudinal center of the cavity from 3D simulation. The SPP mode
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Figure 3.3: Electric-field profile of the SPP mode in surrounding medium of
the plasmonic laser’s cavity with antenna-feedback gratings from
3D simulation. A parallel-plate metal cavity with GaAs medium of 100 µm
width, 10 µm thickness, and 1.4 mm length is simulated. The frequency of
the band-edge resonant-cavity mode is ∼ 3.15 THz, which is the desired
“antenna-feedback” mode. Inset: Mode shape along lateral x dimension of
cavity at a distance of 10 µm above the top metal cladding; the FWHM of
the lateral electric-field profile is ∼ 130 µm.
in surrounding medium extends in both lateral and vertical directions significantly,
and the extent of the mode in lateral (x) dimension is greater than the width of
the cavity itself. The FHWM of the mode shape along the lateral (x) dimension
of the cavity at a distance of ∼ 10 µm above top gratings (picked arbitrarily to
keep it slightly away from location where finite-element mesh in simulation changes
abruptly) is ∼ 130 µm. This large effective wavefront created on top of the waveg-
uide leads to a narrow far-field, i.e. a narrow “element-factor” in the terminology of
the radiation from a phased-array antenna. While the narrowing of “array-factor”
due to constructive interference of radiation from all apertures in end-fire direction
is also at play; it is not the dominant effect to cause narrow beaming for terahertz
QCLs in this work for short-length cavities (< 2 mm). In contrast, for third-order
DFB QCLs with phase-matching, beam narrowing is primarily due to the narrow
array-factor only, which is why very long cavities (< 5 mm) are needed to achieve
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beam divergence values of less than ∼ 10◦ [48].
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of electric-field squared modulus |E|2 profile in con-
ventional DFB (third-order DFB as an example) and antenna-
feedback scheme. (a) |E|2 profile for third-order DFB cavity plotted
along perpendicular y direction (cavity’s height direction). (b) |E|2 pro-
file for antenna-feedback scheme with an expanded view close to top metal
cladding.
Figure 3.4 shows the electric-field squared modulus |E|2 profile inside the cav-
ity and above the metal cladding for both conventional DFB and antenna-feedback
scheme from 2D simulations. Layer sequence follows active region with 10 µm thick-
ness, top metal layer with 400 nm thickness (lossless metal) and air region. At the
location above metal cladding, the mode-intensity in conventional DFB immediately
decays to zero. In contrast, for antenna-feedback scheme, the sub-wavelength plas-
monic resonant-optical mode inside the cavity is phased-locked with a SPP mode
that travels on top of the metal cladding outside the cavity. The SPP wave is rela-
tively tightly bound to the top metal cladding and decays in the length of the order
of the wavelength in vacuum. The decay length is independent of the loss in metal
or thickness in metal or various duty cycles of grating (which was verified via finite-
element simulations). The establishment of a hybrid SPP mode on top of the cavity
in vacuum is unique in antenna-feedback scheme. In a third-order DFB terahertz
QCL, even with effective mode index getting close to 3.0, the feedback mechanism
remains same as that in conventional DFB lasers, i.e. distributed-feedback couples
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propagating modes inside the cavity without involving the propagating SPP waves
in the surrounding medium. Correspondingly, no standing SPP wave (with large
amplitude) is established in the surrounding medium in a third-order DFB QCL’s
cavity as it does in antenna-feedback scheme. This could be verified by simulating
a terahertz QCL cavity structure with third-order DFB gratings, but with the re-
fractive index of the active region arbitrarily set to a value of ∼ 3.0 to satisfy the
so-called “phase-matching” condition in simulation.
Perfectly-matched layer
air
Perfect-electricconductors
x
y
z
QCL cavity
Geometry for full-wave 3D simulation
Figure 3.5: Geometry of full-wave 3D simulation The modeled geometry for full-
wave 3D simulation with the FEM solver [2]. Parallel-plate metallic terahertz
QCL cavities of 1.4 mm length, 10 µm thickness, varying widths, and a
grating period of Λ = 21.7 µm were implemented, which excite antenna-
feedback resonant-cavity modes at ν ∼ 3.1 THz.
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Figure 3.6: Full-wave 3D simulation to compute far-field radiation pattern of
QCL cavities with antenna-feedback. (a) Simulated far-field radiation
pattern of the cavity with 100 µm width. The FWHM is ∼ 7◦ × 7◦. (b)
Far-field radiation pattern of the cavity with 70 µm width. The FWHM is
∼ 6◦ × 5◦.
The confinement factor Γ is defined as the fraction of the mode that is inside the
active-medium. The following equation is used to compute the confinement factor
of antenna-feedback scheme for THz QCLs.
ConfinementFactor =
∫
12.9|Ey|2wg∫
12.9|E|2wg +
∫ |E|2air (3.1)
For THz QCLs, according to the intersubband selection rule, only transitions
with the E field polarized along the growth axis are permitted. Therefore, only TM
polarized field (Ey) contributes to gain. For antenna-feedback with similar dimen-
sion as shown in Fig. 2.2, typical calculated confinement factor from 2D simulations
is ∼ 70 %. Active region with 10 µm thickness and air domain above the cavity are
utilized as the domains in the surface integration of calculation.
The narrow-beam emission from plasmonic lasers with antenna-feedback is due
to a combination of two factors that are related to the radiative behavior of phased-
array antennas. In addition to the array-factor that leads to narrower beams for
more number of elements in a phased-array (i. e. in this case, a longer length of
the spaser’s cavity), the far-field radiation pattern is additionally narrowed owing
to an element-factor, which is defined as the far-field radiation pattern due to an
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Figure 3.7: Measured beam pattern of antenna-feedback with 70 µm with Stirling cyro-
cooler at 50 K .
individual emitter of the phased-array [61]. The large spatial extent of the single-
sided SPP wave in the surrounding medium results in a narrower element-factor
compared to an omnidirectional point-source emitter.
As measured experimentally and shown in Fig. 2.9, the antenna-feedback tera-
hertz QCL cavities with a narrower width of 70 µm resulted in a beam with smaller
divergence as compared to the 100 µm wide cavity. This seemingly unique behavior
from antenna-feedback QCLs serves to further validate the concept of the specific
feedback scheme, in which the cavity radiates like a phased-array antenna. A nar-
rower cavity causes greater lateral spread of the single-sided SPP mode (in the x
dimension) in the surrounding medium, especially when the cavity’s width is sub-
wavelength. A single-sided SPP mode with a broader cross-section in the x − y
plane will lead to a more directional far-field radiation pattern owing to a narrower
element-factor for the phased-array antenna structure.
To further validate the experimental results of Fig. 2.9, full-wave 3D FEM sim-
ulations were carried out for terahertz QCL cavities with antenna-feedback. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows the computed far-field radiation patterns for band-edge DFB mode
for terahertz QCL cavities implemented with antenna-feedback gratings in the top
metal cladding. The in-built perfectly-matched layers (PMLs) in the FEM solver [2]
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serve as an effective absorbing boundary for computation of the radiation pattern.
The PMLs’ parameters are coarsely adjusted to achieve minimum reflection at ter-
ahertz frequencies and transform the propagating waves to exponentially decaying
waves. The PMLs are placed far enough to avoid interaction with the single-side
SPP standing-wave in the near-field of the cavity. Considering the computer’s mem-
ory limitations, laterally absorbing boundaries are not modeled in the cavity, which
does not impact the simulation’s results since the DFB mode could always be found,
even though it is not the lowest loss mode in the eigenmode spectrum of the cav-
ity due to other higher order lateral modes that can have even lower propagation
loss. All metal layers are modeled as perfectly conducting surfaces to limit the
mesh size in the geometry. In order to set up a far-field calculation, a far-field do-
main node is implemented that is a single closed surface surrounding all radiating
apertures in the cavity. The distribution of far EM field is based on the Fourier
transform of the near-field as implemented in the FEM solver. Simulated 3D beam
patterns demonstrate single-lobed beams with narrow divergence for the band-edge
mode with antenna-feedback as shown in the figure. The shape and FWHM of
the computed radiation-pattern is in close agreement with the experimentally mea-
sured beams that are shown in Fig. 2.9. The FWHM of simulated beam patterns
is slightly larger than that of the measured results. The difference are likely due to
the relative simplification of implemented 3D model, which does not account for the
sloped sidewall profile of the ridges and also the fact the ground plane around the
QCL’s cavity is different for the measured chip as compared to that in the simulated
geometry.
Fig.2.9 in Chapter 2 shows the far-field radiation-patterns of terahertz QCLs
with antenna- feedback at 78 K, the laser is mounted in a liquid nitrogen cooled
dewar. Figure 3.7 shows the measured beam pattern of antenna-feedback with
70 µm, grating period 21 µm with Stirling cyrocooler at 50 K with TPX window of
chamber. FWHM of measured beam pattern is ∼ 6◦ × 7◦, slightly broader beam is
likely due to the vibration of chamber introduced by the Stirling cryocooler. The
device is biased at 416 mA.
The antenna-feedback scheme allows the metal-cavity semiconductor laser to
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Figure 3.8: Beam pattern multiplication of a phased-array antenna model.
(a) Schematic of one-dimensional linear phased-array antenna model and
a single radiative element. (b) Calculated array factor and simulated far
field beam pattern from an array element. (c) Multiplication of array fac-
tor and element factor results in the far field beam pattern of phased-array
antenna.
emit with high directionality along the end-fire direction, much like phased-array
antennas commonly used in radio or microwave frequency. Phased-array antenna
consists of an assembly of single emitters. Array factor is a function of the geometry
of the array and the excitation phase relation between individual elements. Element
factor is the radiative pattern of individual elements. According to the beam pattern
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multiplication theorem of phased-array antenna, the array pattern is the multiplica-
tion of array factor and array element pattern (element factor). This approach can
be effectively applied to beam pattern calculation of the antenna-feedback scheme to
give a deeper understanding of emission characteristics. Since the light out coupled
from antenna-feedback laser is along the cavity length direction, it corresponds to
the concept of end-fire array in microwave, which directs the radiation along the
axis of the array (end-fire direction). The grating period in antenna-feedback rep-
resents the distance between each element along the axis of end-fire array, as shown
in Figure 3.8(a), which determines the progressive phase between each succeeding
element. Element factor is treated as a single emitting aperture calculated from 2D
simulation. Antenna-feedback scheme is engineered that it can effectively provide
feedback for the mode inside and outside the cavity and the grating period is espe-
cially designed to couple the laser light out of cavity and direct it into free space
along the axis of the array simultaneously, because only in this end-fire direction
can the field add in phase, while destructive addition happens in other directions,
as can be seen from the calculated array factor in Figure 3.8(b), which has a single
peak at zero degree (or 180 degree), corresponding to end-fire direction. full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) of the array factor is ∼ 22◦ calculated with total length
∼ 1.4 mm from a simple point source model. Beam pattern is able to be studied
analytically for the one-dimensional linear array, by multiplying the array factor and
beam pattern radiation characteristic of each element. The FWHM of beam pattern
after multiplication is ∼ 13◦ , as shown in Figure 3.8(c), as a result of this simpli-
fied analytical element factor and antenna model with identical emitting elements
without considering any DFB action.
Eigenmode spectrum for total length of cavity ∼ 1.4 mm for antenna-feedback
scheme with ∼ 10 µm long longitudinal absorbing boundaries is shown in Fig. 3.9(a)
as compared with Fig. 2.2(b), where∼ 40 µm long longitudinal absorbing boundaries
are utilized. The desired antenna-feedback mode, located at the lower bandedge
with lowest loss, is excited and shows non-uniform electric field distribution along
the length of cavities as an indicator of DFB action as seen from Fig. 3.9(a)(b).
Fig. 3.9(c)(d) shows the dominant Ey electric-field magnified, in which there is
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Figure 3.9: Antenna-feedback scheme with ∼ 10 µm long longitudinal ab-
sorbing boundaries. (a) Eigenmode spectrum for total length of cavity
∼ 1.4 mm. (b) Dominant TM polarized (Ey) electric-field along the whole
length of cavity. (c) Zoomed in dominant Ey electric-field around the lon-
gitudinal center of cavity. (d) Zoomed in dominant Ez electric-field around
the longitudinal center of cavity.
strong coupling between the SPP mode on top of metallic layer and the guided mode
in the active core, and in-plane Ez electric-field around the longitudinal center of
cavity (large radiative field in alternating apertures), respectively. Fig. 3.9 suggests
that the antenna-feedback mode can be excited for lasing as the robust lowest-loss
mode even with shorter length of longitudinal absorbing boundary, which will be
beneficial to reduce overall waveguide loss of laser cavity.
Antenna-feedback scheme with duty cycle of 80% (namely a periodic grating with
apertures of width 0.20Λ in the top-metal cladding) are implemented for DFB, the
results are shown in Fig.2.2 (b). A comparison is shown in Fig. 3.10 with different
duty cycle 75% (width of apertures is 0.25Λ). The total loss and the radiative
loss of the desired lowest loss antenna-feedback mode increased to ∼ 11.6 cm−1
and ∼ 6.6 cm−1, respectively. Confinement factor reduces to 67%. The unique
characteristics of antenna-feedback mode maintains as can be seen from the electric
field distributions and the energy density profile. Therefore, larger aperture size
of antenna-feedback scheme can be used to increase the output power. However,
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Figure 3.10: Antenna-feedback cavity for THz QCLs with duty cycle of 75% .
uniform current flow in top metallic layer has to be considered in real laser device
since top metal layer is also utilized to transport the current of the laser device for
terahertz QCLs with metal-metal waveguide. 2D simulation of antenna-feedback
cavity for THz QCLs with total length ∼ 2 mm is shown in Fig. 3.11. Longer cavity
introduces more non-uniform energy density profile along the length of cavity for
antenna-feedback.
The establishment of a SPP mode on top of the cavity in vacuum is unique in
antenna-feedback scheme. In a third-order DFB terahertz QCL, even with effective
mode index getting close to 3.0, the feedback mechanism remains the same as in
conventional DFB lasers, i.e. distributed-feedback couples propagating modes inside
the cavity without involving the propagating SPP waves in the surrounding medium.
Correspondingly, no standing SPP wave (with large amplitude) is established in the
surrounding medium in a third-order DFB QCL’s cavity as it does in antenna-
feedback scheme. This could be verified by simulating a terahertz QCL cavity
structure with third-order DFB gratings, but with the refractive index of the active
region arbitrarily set to a value of ∼ 3.0 to satisfy the phase-matching condition
in simulations, as shown in Fig. 3.12 from 2D simulations and Fig. 3.13 from 3D
simulations, where both bottom view and side view of the electric field distributions
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Figure 3.11: Antenna-feedback cavity for THz QCLs with total length ∼ 2 mm .
are presented.
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Figure 3.12: Electric-field distribution for third-order DFB with effective
mode index ∼ 3.0 from 2D simulations. (a) Dominant TM po-
larized (Ey) field, (b) In-plane (Ez) field around the longitudinal center of
cavity.
Fig. 3.14 shows the computed far-field radiation pattern from 3D simulations
of THz QCLs with third-order DFB cavity with effective mode index ∼ 3.6 and
∼ 3.0 , respectively. When effective mode index is ∼ 3.6 , the phase-matching
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Figure 3.13: Electric-field distribution for third-order DFB with effective
mode index ∼ 3.0 from 3D simulations. (a) Dominant TM po-
larized (Ey) field from bottom view, (b) Dominant (Ey) field and in-plane
(Ez) field around the longitudinal center of cavity from side view.
condition could not be satisfied, which leads to a divergent and multi-lobed beam.
As long as effective mode index gets closer to ∼ 3.0 , far-field radiation pattern gets
collimated gradually and demonstrates ring shape with FWHM is ∼ 24◦ × 14◦, in
good agreement with the measured beam pattern in Ref. [26].
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Figure 3.14: Computed far-field radiation pattern of THz QCLs with third-
order DFB cavity. (a) Effective mode index ∼ 3.6 . (b) Effective mode
index ∼ 3.0 .
3.2 Photonic engineering of antenna-feedback
scheme
The low-frequency THz spectral region, specifically ∼ 1 − 2 THz, will find impor-
tant applications in the general areas of defense and security. This spectral region
provides some low-loss atmospheric transmission windows in which THz sensing and
detection is possible for short-range standoff distances. Also materials such as cloth-
ing, ceramics, and plastics are semi-transparent at low-THz frequencies while the
wavelength is shorter than microwaves to allow good spatial resolution with small
aperture devices, for potential development of hand-held sensing/imaging systems.
Recently, there were demonstrations of THz QCLs based on a scattering-assisted
(SA) injection design technique at low-frequency around or below 2 THz, such as
∼ 2.1 THz QCLs that lased up ∼ 144 K [63].
For antenna-feedback scheme at lower frequency ∼ 2 THz, the frequency differ-
ence between the antenna-feedback mode and the upper band first-order DFB type
mode is smaller due to the increased grating period. Fig. 3.15(a) shows the eigen-
mode spectrum for a cavity of total length ∼ 1.4 mm with antenna-feedback scheme
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Figure 3.15: Structure 0 (one aperture for each grating period) for antenna-
feedback ∼ 2 THz (schematic shown in Fig. 2.1(d)). (a) Eigenmode
spectrum for cavity of total length ∼ 1.4 mm. (b) Zoomed in dominant TM
polarized (Ey) electric-field around the center of cavity for first-order DFB
type mode with lower loss at lower frequency. (d) Zoomed in dominant
TM polarized (Ey) electric-field around the center of cavity for antenna-
feedback mode.
∼ 2 THz with schematic shown in Fig. 2.1(d), namely one grating aperture per
grating period. There exist first-order DFB type modes at the lower frequency with
lower loss as shown Fig. 3.15(b) . Antenna-feedback mode at the bandedge shows
higher loss due to its enhanced radiative characteristics compared with conventional
DFB modes as discussed in section 2. Thus, within the typical bandwidth of gain
medium of THz QCLs, desired antenna feedback mode will be prevented from lasing
with lower frequency ∼ 2 THz design of active medium since the first-order DFB
type mode will reach threshold firstly.
A new photonic structure is proposed to excite antenna-feedback mode with
narrow beam pattern and increased radiative efficiency as shown in Fig. 3.16(b).
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Figure 3.16: Structure 1 (an extra aperture is implemented for one grating pe-
riod of each two grating periods) to implement antenna-feedback
scheme at ∼ 2 THz . (a) Eigenmode spectrum for total length of cav-
ity ∼ 1.4 mm. (b) Schematic of new structure 1 to implement antenna
feedback at lower frequency ∼ 2 THz. (c) Dominant TM polarized (Ey)
electric-field along the whole length of cavity for antenna-feedback mode
as the lowest loss mode. (d) Dominant TM polarized (Ey) electric-field
along the whole length of cavity for first-order DFB type mode with higher
overall loss.
Based on the unique design on the grating period of antenna-feedback scheme, an
extra aperture is implemented for alternating grating periods. The length of metal
strip between original and adding aperture (spacing between two closely spaced
slits) is ∼ 0.2Λ , where Λ is the grating period of antenna-feedback scheme. This
spacing between the two slits is able to serve as the parameter to control the ra-
diative losses to enhance output power. The distance between each pair of adding
apertures is 2Λ, as marked in Fig. 3.16(b). For antenna-feedback mode, 2Λ corre-
sponds to the second-order diffraction grating of antenna-feedback mode, therefore,
antenna-feedback mode with its unique characteristics can be maintained, as shown
in Fig. 3.16(c). For the upper-band first-order DFB type mode, 2Λ corresponds to
the resonant mode at the frequency around upper-band second-order DFB mode,
which is the high outcoupling loss mode. As a result, this new method shown in
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Fig. 3.16 can effectively and selectively increase the loss of the first-order DFB type
mode while exciting the desired antenna-feedback mode as the robust lowest loss
mode ∼ 2 THz.
To further improve output power from antenna-feedback scheme at ∼ 3 THz,
we propose so-called structure 2 based on antenna-feedback scheme. As shown in
the schematic in Fig. 3.17(b), one more aperture is implemented for each of grating
period, forming a double-slit per period structure. The length of metal strip between
original and adding aperture is ∼ 0.15Λ . The distance between each pair of adding
apertures is also fixed with Λ, so that the desired antenna-feedback effect is well
maintained and further enhanced. Second-order DFB achieves improved outcoupling
output power with similar dual-slit per unit cell structure [64]. Dominant TM
polarized (Ey) electric-field along the whole length of cavity for antenna-feedback
mode as the lowest loss mode and zoomed in (Ey) electric-field around the center of
the cavity are shown in Fig. 3.17(c). The loss increases to ∼ 14.5 cm−1 due to the
increased outcoupling efficiency from this double-slit photonic cavity.
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Figure 3.17: Structure 2 (one extra aperture is implemented for each of grating
period) for antenna-feedback at ∼ 3 THz . (a) Eigenmode spectrum
for total length of cavity ∼ 1.4 mm. (b) Schematic of new structure 2 to
implement antenna feedback at ∼ 3 THz. (c) Dominant TM polarized (Ey)
electric-field along the whole length of cavity for antenna-feedback mode
as the lowest loss mode. Right: zoomed in (Ey) electric-field around the
center of the cavity. (d) In-plane (Ez) electric-field along the whole length
of cavity for antenna-feedback mode. Right: zoomed in (Ex) electric-field
around the center of the cavity.
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Chapter 4
Large tuning of narrow-beam
terahertz plasmonic lasers
operating above liquid-nitrogen
temperature
4.1 Introduction and various tuning methods for
THz QCLs
Tunable single-mode terahertz QCLs are required for various applications such as
high-resolution heterodyne spectroscopy and sensing. Output power in milliwatt
level above liquid-nitrogen temperature, narrow beam pattern and large tunability
are highly desired for THz QCLs. This chapter reports ∼ 57 GHz continuous and
mode-hop-free tuning from single-mode terahertz quantum-cascade lasers (QCLs)
emitting at ∼ 2.8 THz in a liquid-nitrogen cooled dewar at 78 K. The tuning is
based on post-process deposition of Silicon-dioxide on a mounted and wire-bonded
QCL implemented with the new antenna-feedback scheme (as discussed in Chapter
2), in which the lasing frequency of the resonant distributed-feedback mode can be
tuned sensitively by changing the refractive-index of the surrounding medium. The
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effect of dielectric deposition on laser’s characteristics is demonstrated, including
maximum lasing temperature, peak output power and far field beam pattern. A
low-divergence beam quality is maintained. Compared with previous results that
were demonstrated at low-temperatures(∼ 10K), an improved and broader tuning
range is achieved at higher operating temperatures (∼ 78K) for terahertz QCLs,
which are more suitable and desired for practical applications.
Plasmonic lasers that utilize metal-clad cavities confine electromagnetic energy in
the form of surface-plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) at subwavelength dimensions. They
have seen a rapid development for targeted applications in nanoscale optics and in-
tegrated optical sensing. The most common types of plasmonic lasers utilize Fabry-
Pe´rot type cavities in which one dimension is not subwavelength and is typically
much longer than the other two dimensions [33, 34, 35]. For applications requiring
spectral purity (single-mode operation) at the desired wavelength, tunability is a
desired characteristic that is challenging to implement for such lasers. This stems
from the difficulty in external control of the resonant-cavity mode such as that
in conventional external-cavity tuning techniques for semiconductor lasers, since
the subwavelength characteristics of such lasers lead to poor coupling between the
cavity-modes with free-space propagating modes. Prior work on the development
of tunable plasmonic lasers has primarily focused on changing the gain medium of
the cavity itself [65, 66]. Terahertz quantum-cascade lasers (QCLs) [17, 32, 67] with
metallic cavities [22] are one such subset of plasmonic lasers, which also suffer for
such challenges with respect to their tunability.
Terahertz QCLs are the brightest available solid-state sources [68] of coherent
terahertz radiation. They have witnessed significant development in the past decade
in multiple areas such as wave engineering with distributed-feedback (DFB) tech-
niques [43], output-power [69], temperature performance and frequency-coverage [70,
19, 71], and frequency tunability [72]. Single-mode terahertz QCLs are specifically
required for a multitude of applications in sensing and spectroscopy. However, due
to limits on accuracy of lithography utilized to implement DFB, it is still challenging
to achieve single-mode emission from DFB QCLs at the exact desired frequency for
applications such as high-resolution heterodyne spectroscopy [73, 74]. Frequency
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tuning post-fabrication is desired to overcome this problem. Up to now, a variety of
tuning techniques for terahertz QCLs have been demonstrated. Temperature tun-
ing is simple but lacks large tunability [25]. Techniques such as applying external-
cavities [75, 76] or modal perturbation using electromechanical methods [77, 78, 79]
have the ability to achieve large tuning range but at the cost of discontinuous tuning,
or system complexity and poor radiation patterns and temperature performance for
such QCLs respectively.
A static-tuning technique based on post-process dielectric deposition was re-
cently demonstrated for terahertz QCLs with third-order DFB operating at ∼ 10 K
with a tuning of ∼ 5 GHz [80]. (The tuning could be extended while the QCL is in
operation, but only temporarily, by deposition of solid nitrogen through multiple-
cycle condensation to ∼ 25 GHz in a liquid-Helium cryostat). Along similar lines,
we here demonstrate a greatly enhanced continuous tuning range of ∼ 57 GHz for
single-mode QCLs emitting at 2.8 THz and operating at 78 K, achieved by de-
position of Silicon-dioxide post-fabrication, and with significantly improved beam
profiles. Prior work on large (> 20 GHz) tuning in Refs. [77, 78, 80] is achieved
by perturbing the lateral evanescent mode of metallic cavities, which requires the
cavities to be made very narrow (deep-subwavelength, . 10 µm wide cavities with
the standard 10 µm thickness), and thereby makes the fabrication very challenging
(with the requirement of sophisticated dry-etching techniques) as well as degrades
the temperature and power performance of the QCLs considerably. In contrast, the
tuning in this thesis places no such restrictions on the dimensions of the QCL cavity
and is demonstrated for wide cavities processed with routine wet-etching methods.
The large tuning is facilitated by a “antenna-feedback” scheme for plasmonic lasers
(details are discussed in Chapter 2), which was experimentally implemented for ter-
ahertz QCLs with metallic cavities [62]. This mode-hop free tuning performance can
be controlled by the thickness of the deposited Silicon-dioxide, it is also reversible,
and can be implemented on already mounted and soldered QCL chips, which makes
it attractive for future commercialization of single-mode terahertz QCLs. Impor-
tantly, in contrast to all previous tuning results for terahertz QCLs that have been
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demonstrated at temperatures close-to that of liquid-Helium, the work in this chap-
ter achieves a large tuning for QCLs operating in a liquid-Nitrogen cooled dewar
since the tuning mechanism does not impact the gain of the QCL sensitively. Nei-
ther does the tuning method mandate a large dynamic range in current for the QCL
in operation, which is in contrast with the methods relying on frequency-pulling
due to Stark-shifted gain spectrum with changing electrical bias of the QCL that
requires operation at low-temperatures [81, 82, 83].
4.2 Description of the tuning technique
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Figure 4.1: (a) Illustration of the antenna-feedback scheme for plasmonic lasers, which
leads to generation of a hybrid surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) mode in
the surrounding medium of the laser’s cavity. Here, a parallel-plate metallic
cavity of a plasmonic laser is shown with slit-like apertures in its top metal
cladding with a specific periodicity Λ as determined from equation (4.1),
which lead to coupling of a guided SPP wave inside the cavity (interacting
with the gain medium) with a single-sided SPP wave with a large spatial ex-
tent in the surrounding medium and propagating on the opposite side of the
metal-cladding. (b) Schematic of terahertz plasmonic QCL with antenna-
feedback grating implemented in the top-metal cladding with a periodicity
Λ. The lateral and longitudinal absorbing boundaries are implemented to
selectively excite the desired fundamental mode. A scanning electron mi-
croscope image of the fabricated QCLs is also shown. (c) The dominant
electric-field component (Ey) of the lowest-loss resonant-cavity DFB mode
is plotted along z axis, computed with finite-element (FEM) simulations us-
ing a commercial software package (Comsol 4.3). The height of the cavity
is 10 µm. A hybrid SPP mode is excited in the surrounding medium along
with the cavity SPP mode as illustrated in (a).
Plasmonic lasers, of which the terahertz QCLs with metallic cavities are a specific
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example, lead to highly divergent far-field radiation patterns owing to the subwave-
length dimensions of their radiating apertures. The antenna-feedback scheme for
plasmonic lasers [62] couples the resonant surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) mode in
the cavity to a highly directional far-field radiation pattern. This occurs by exciting
hybrid SPPs with a large spatial extent in the surrounding medium of the cavity by
the mechanism of Bragg diffraction, which is affected by implementation of a grat-
ing in the metal-cladding of the plasmonic laser as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a). With
the choice of a specific periodicity in the grating, the resonant SPP wave inside the
cavity is coupled via distributed-feedback (DFB) to a hybrid SPP wave that can
propagate in the surrounding medium on the opposite side of the metal-film being
used in the cavity of the plasmonic laser.
For terahertz QCLs with metallic cavities the antenna-feedback scheme could be
implemented by introducing slit-like-apertures in its top metallic cladding as shown
schematically in Fig. 4.1(b). For a chosen grating periodicity Λ, a DFB mode with
free-space wavelength λ (and frequency ν = c/λ) given by the equation
λ = (nc + ns) Λ (4.1)
is resonantly excited for the case when the coupling between the SPP wave in the
cavity and the SPP wave in the surrounding medium is via first-order Bragg diffrac-
tion [62]. Here, nc is the effective propagation index of the SPP wave inside the
cavity (which is approximately the same as the refractive-index of the cavity’s ac-
tive medium) and ns is the effective propagation index of the hybrid SPP wave in
the surrounding medium (which is approximately the same as the refractive-index
of the surrounding medium).
Equation (4.1) is distinctly different from that of any other solid-state DFB laser
reported in literature, in that the refractive index of the surrounding medium is
equally important in setting the resonant-frequency of the DFB mode of the laser as
is the refractive index of the active medium inside the cavity. In other conventional
solid-state lasers, the effect of the surrounding medium on the resonant-frequency is
primarily a function of the fraction of evanescent mode of the cavity that propagates
in its surroundings (typically represented by a mode-confinement factor, Γ), which
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is also the case for the tunable terahertz QCL reported in Ref. [80]. However, in the
antenna-feedback scheme, the contribution of the surrounding medium is related to
phase-matching [62] rather than depending on the fraction of the overall electromag-
netic energy propagating outside the cavity. Consequently, the resonant-frequency
of the DFB mode depends sensitively on the refractive-index of the surrounding
medium which can be altered to tune the frequency of the plasmonic laser, and
is the technique employed for terahertz QCLs presented here. To the best of our
knowledge, this is a unique mechanism to tune the frequency of a solid-state laser
for which there is no analogous precedent in literature.
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Figure 4.2: Optical image of a mounted QCL semiconductor chip out of which one of
the QCLs with the antenna-feedback scheme is wire-bonded for electrical
characterization. The QCL chip is soldered on a small copper chip that
itself is screwed onto a bigger copper heat-sink to be mounted on the cold-
plate of a cryogenic dewar. Multiple rounds of Silicon-dioxide deposition and
cryogenic measurements were performed on the soldered and mounted QCL
chip using PECVD. The tuning of the QCL’s single-mode lasing spectrum
is shown as a function of the thickness of the deposited oxide. Spectra were
measured after each deposition step when the QCL was operated in a liquid-
Nitrogen cooled dewar at 78 K in pulsed mode at an operating current of
∼ 570 mA (current-density ∼ 405 A/cm2). A net tuning of ∼ 57 GHz tuning
is demonstrated for an overall deposited thickness of ∼ 3700 nm.
A 10 µm thick terahertz QCL structure was grown by molecular beam epitaxy
with a three-well resonant-phonon GaAs/Al0.10Ga0.90As design scheme [57]. The
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metallic QCL cavities with antenna-feedback gratings were fabricated using standard
wafer-wafer thermocompression bonding and contact lithography technique. The
fabrication steps are discussed in details in Chapter 2. A scanning electron micro-
scope image of the finally fabricated QCL devices is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Fig. 4.1(c)
shows a 2D finite-element (FEM) simulation of the dominant TM-polarized (Ey)
electric-field for a typical cavity (of infinite-width, for 2D simulation) with antenna-
feedback gratings in the top-metal cladding. As can be seen, the the resonant DFB
mode excites a single-sided SPP wave in the surrounding medium, which is estab-
lished as a standing-wave on the top-metal cladding with a large spatial extent in
the vertical dimension (y direction). Hence, any changes in the refractive index of
the surrounding medium serve to change the effective propagation constant ns of the
single-sided SPP mode, which tunes the excitation frequency of the resonant-DFB
mode according to equation (4.1).
4.3 Results
The active-medium of the QCLs is based on a three-well resonant-phonon de-
sign with GaAs/Al0.10Ga0.90As superlattice (design RTRP3W197, wafer number
VB0464), which is described in Ref. [57], and was grown by molecular-beam epitaxy.
The QCL superlattice is 10 µm thick with an average n-doping of 5.5× 1015 cm−3,
and surrounded by 0.05 µm and 0.1 µm thick highly-doped GaAs contact layers at
5× 1018 cm−3 on either side of the superlattice. Fabrication of QCLs with parallel-
plate metallic cavities followed a Cu-Cu thermocompression wafer bonding technique
as in Ref. [25] with standard optical contact lithography. Lateral and longitudinal
absorbing boundaries were implemented by exposing the highly doped GaAs layer
in the finally fabricated cavities, and the fabrication procedure is the same as in
Ref. [62]. Ti/Au metal layers of thickness 25/200 nm were used as the top metal
cladding, using an image-reversal lithography mask for implementing gratings in
the metal layers. Another positive-resist lithography step was used to cover the
grating-metal with photoresist to be used as a mask for wet-etching of ridges in a
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H2SO4:H2O2:H2O 1:8:80 solution. A Ti/Au contact was used as the backside-metal
contact for the finally fabricated QCL chips to assist in soldering. Before deposition
of backside-metal of the wafer, the substrate was mechanically polished down to a
thickness of ∼ 170 µm to improve heat-sinking.
By deposition of Silicon-dioxide post-fabrication (after the QCL chip is already
mounted and wire-bonded on a copper mount), the lasing frequency of the resonant
antenna-feedback mode is tuned sensitively. Fig. 4.2 shows the variation of a specific
QCL’s wavelength of emission when increasing the thickness of blanket deposited
Silicon-dioxide on the entire QCL chip. As expected from equation (4.1), the lasing
wavelength undergoes a red-shift with increasing thickness of the oxide, since then,
the effective propagation index ns for the SPP wave in the surrounding medium of
the QCL will increase. The measured QCL has a grating period Λ = 25 µm and
the cavity’s dimensions are 100 µm × 1.4 mm × 10 µm. A cleaved chip consisting
of QCLs with antenna-feedback gratings was In-soldered on a Cu block, the QCL
to be tested was wire-bonded for electrical biasing, and the Cu block was mounted
on the cold-stage of a liquid Nitrogen vacuum cryostat for measurements. In this
experiment, the frequency of the QCL was first measured without any dielectric
deposition, and it radiated in a single-mode at ∼ 2.85 THz (λ ∼ 105 µm). After-
wards, the resonant-frequency is changed by depositing Silicon-dioxide on top of the
mounted QCL chip using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
system. The deposited thickness is carefully calibrated by simultaneously includ-
ing a bare GaAs wafer in the PECVD chamber for each deposition step. QCL’s
spectra were measured at 78 K in linear-scan mode with a resolution of 0.2 cm−1
using a FTIR with room-temperature pyroelectric detector. Multiple cycles of spec-
tral measurement and oxide-deposition were implemented and the tuning results
are collected and shown in Fig. 4.2, which illustrates a large red-shift tuning with
this mechanism. Finally, a mode-hop-free and continuous tuning of ∼ 57 GHz was
achieved after an overall deposited thickness of ∼ 3700 nm. Further tuning could
not be realized since QCL stopped lasing at 78 K beyond the stated thickness. The
spectra shown in Fig. 4.2 were all measured at similar bias currents. When etching
away the deposited SiO2 on top of the laser device by buffered-HF (BOE 7 : 1)
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etchant, the QCL was characterized again and its emission properties including the
lasing wavelength returned to its original value, which illustrates that tuning by
post-process deposition of SiO2 on terahertz QCLs here is a reversible method.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Emission frequency of the terahertz QCL with antenna-feedback as a
function of the deposited thickness of Silicon-dioxide, expressed as a differ-
ence from its original emission frequency of ∼ 2.85 THz without any oxide.
The QCL is biased slightly below the peak-power bias region where it ra-
diates in a single-mode (detailed spectra with bias are shown in Fig. 4.5).
(b) Maximum operating temperature (Tmax) and the detected peak optical
power at 78 K for the QCL in pulsed operation, as a function of the thickness
of the Silicon-dioxide.
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Figure 4.4: Frequency difference of resonant lowest loss mode from terahertz QCL with
antenna-feedback as a function of the thickness of Silicon-dioxide on top of
the cavity from 2D simulations.
Figure 4.3(a) characterizes the variation of the QCL’s emission frequency as a
function of thickness of the deposited Silicon-dioxide. The variation is non-linear,
and the rate of tuning as a function of oxide-thickness decreases as more oxide is
deposited. A 2D finite-element simulation was not able to reproduce this non-linear
tuning since the hybrid SPP mode in the surrounding medium of the cavity in the
vertical direction (above the cavity) has a large spatial extent. Correspondingly, the
tuning computed with 2D simulations is predominantly linear for an overall oxide
thickness of few microns as shown in Figure 4.4. However, it is argued that the non-
linear tuning behavior as observed here is due to the complex spatial nature of the
SPP mode in the surrounding medium in the lateral dimensions [62], which could
only be captured by 3D simulations that are outside the scope of this present work
due to hardware limitations in performing such simulations. And since thin-film ox-
ide deposited by PECVD is a lossy material at terahertz frequencies, accurate choice
of imaginary part of thin-film oxide is unknown, especially at low deposition tem-
perature around 100 degree C for the consideration of the Indium-soldered mounted
QCL wafer in this case. The dependency of measured maximum lasing temperature
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and peak output power at 78 K with oxide thickness is shown in Figure 4.3(b). With-
out any post-process deposition of the oxide, this terahertz QCL device lased up to
124 K with peak output-power of ∼ 1.5 mW at 78 K. When deposition thickness
reaches ∼ 3700 nm and ∼ 57 GHz tuning is obtained, the maximum lasing tem-
perature of this device is slightly above 78 K and the peak output-power reduces
to ∼ 100 µmW at 78 K. The emitted optical power was measured with a deuter-
ated triglycine sulfate pyroelectric detector (DTGS) (Gentec THz 2I-BL-BNC) and
calibrated with a terahertz thermopile power-meter (ScienTech model AC2500H)
without any optical component or cone collecting optic inside the cryostat. The
power values are reported without any corrections to the detected signal.
Two factors contribute to the decrease in maximum lasing temperature and
output-power of the QCL with increasing oxide thickness. First, thin-film oxide
deposited by PECVD is a lossy material at terahertz frequencies for which the
absorption coefficient could be as high as 20 cm−1 [84]. Secondly, the confinement
factor Γ of the resonant-cavity mode, which is the fraction of the mode that resides in
the active-medium, decreases as thicker oxide is deposited. This is primarily because
the higher electric-permittivity of the oxide ox ∼ 4.40 (at terahertz frequencies).
As a consequence the effective threshold gain is increased for exciting the resonant-
cavity mode, which also reduces optical power due to an increase in the effective
modal propagation loss in the cavity as well as reduction in the net dynamic range for
lasing current. A precise analytical or numerical estimation of the net effect of oxide
thickness on the threshold gain and QCL’s temperature and power performance is
beyond the scope of this work because, first, in case of terahertz QCLs various
transport parameters as well as waveguide loss parameters cannot be predicted
accurately, and second, the estimation of Γ requires 3D finite-element simulation of
the QCL’s cavity with deposited oxide that cannot be done due to aforementioned
reasons.
Figure 4.5 shows light-current (L-I) characteristics in pulsed operation for the
QCL operated at different heat-sink temperatures along with its lasing spectra at
different bias when varying deposition thickness of the Silicon-dioxide. At start when
no oxide is deposited, the QCL operated up to a maximum temperature Tmax ∼
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Figure 4.5: Light-current characteristics of the terahertz QCL with antenna-feedback
scheme at different heat-sink temperatures. The dimensions of the QCL’s
cavity are 100 µm × 1.4 mm × 10 µm. The QCL is biased in pulsed mode
with 400 ns wide pulses repeated at 100 kHz. The plot-insets show lasing
spectra at 78 K as a function of increasing bias. (a) Original QCL without
any oxide deposition, (b) QCL with 140 nm thick oxide leading to ∼ 13 GHz
frequency tuning, (c) QCL with 700 nm thick oxide leading to ∼ 31 GHz
frequency tuning, and (d) QCL with 3700 nm thick oxide leading to the
maximum tuning of ∼ 57 GHz for the QCL still lasing at 78 K.
124 K with peak output-power of ∼ 1.5 mW at 78 K. With ∼ 140 nm thick oxide,
the maximum operating temperature reduced to 118 K and the peak output-power
was similarly lowered to ∼ 1.25 mW at 78 K. The QCL predominantly radiates at
a single frequency around 2.84 THz which corresponds to the desired DFB mode
of the cavity. However, at higher current-densities closer to peak operating bias
(> 420 A/cm2), a second mode at shorter-wavelength is excited, which suggests
that a higher-order lateral mode was likely excited due to spatial-hole burning in the
cavity (since such a mode has a smaller effective propagation index nc in the cavity).
The excitation of the higher-order lateral mode ceases in the entire operating range
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Figure 4.6: (a) Schematic showing orientation of the QCL and definition of angles for the
shown far-field radiation patterns. The QCL was operated at 78 K in pulsed
mode, and the radiation pattern was measured using a room-temperature
pyroelectric detector of 2 mm diameter mounted on a x−y movement stage.
The radiation-pattern in (b) is for QCL without Silicon-dioxide deposition,
in (c) is for QCL deposited with an oxide thickness of 140 nm, and in (d) is
for an oxide thickness of 700 nm.
of the QCL as thicker oxide is deposited. When the oxide thickness is increased
to ∼ 700 nm corresponding to ∼ 31 GHz frequency tuning, the QCL lased up
to 105 K with peak output-power of ∼ 1 mW at 78 K. Single mode spectra with
lasing frequency ∼ 2.82 THz were measured under all bias conditions over the whole
dynamic range, namely from threshold until negative differential-resistance (NDR)
as shown in Figure 4.5(c). When total thickness of the deposited oxide is ∼ 3700 nm,
only limited spectra were recorded at current-densities of ∼ 396 A/cm2 and ∼
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407 A/cm2 respectively while the QCL is still operating at 78 K in a liquid-Nitrogen
cooled dewar. The QCL stopped lasing at 78 K when additional oxide was deposited.
The threshold current-densities at 78 K for the aforementioned plots as shown in
Fig. 4.5 are ∼ 328 A/cm2, ∼ 350 A/cm2, ∼ 364 A/cm2, ∼ 390 A/cm2 respectively,
which increase with the thickness of the deposited oxide. From the data presented
in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.5 it can be noted that more than 60 % of the available tuning
(i. e. ∼ 35 GHz tuning) could be realized by depositing less than 1 µm thick Silicon-
dioxide, in which case there is no significant degradation in maximum operating
temperature or power output from the QCL.
Radiation in a directional (narrow) beam is one of the most important and
attractive characteristics of terahertz plasmonic QCLs with the antenna-feedback
scheme [62]. Figure 4.6 shows the measured beam patterns of the QCL at 78 K
for varying thicknesses of the deposited oxide. Far-field radiation patterns were
measured with a DTGS pyroelectric cell detector mounted on a computer-controlled
two-axis moving stage in the end-fire (z) direction at a distance of 65 mm from
the QCL’s end-facets. Without any oxide, the QCL emits in a single-lobed beam
with narrow divergence with full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of ∼ 4.4◦× 4.4◦ as
shown in Fig. 4.6(b). After 140 nm thick oxide was deposited, the radiation pattern
remained single-lobed but with a slightly increased FWHM of ∼ 5◦ × 5◦. A further
deposition of oxide to a thickness of 700 nm increased the FWHM of the main lobe
to ∼ 6◦ × 7◦. The small increase in beam divergence for thicker oxide deposition is
likely due to reduction in spatial extent of the SPP mode on top of the cavity with
oxide thickness. Due to the limits in the sensitivity of the of the room-temperature
DTGS detector, the radiation patterns could not be measured with a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio after deposition of even thicker oxide. However, since the QCL
continues to radiate in the same cavity mode, it should retain its characteristic
radiation into single-lobed narrow beams.
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4.4 Discussion
Plasmonic lasers utilize metallic cavities to confine the electromagnetic mode at
subwavelength dimensions. However, poor radiative coupling to free-space makes it
difficult to statically or dynamically tune their emission frequency, which is required
for practical applications. The tuning mechanisms demonstrated so-far involve an
alteration of the gain-medium itself. Terahertz QCLs with metallic cavities suffer
from the similar challenges that have prevented the development of tunable QCLs
that could work at high-temperatures. In this chapter, we show that the antenna-
feedback scheme for plasmonic lasers offers an ideal solution for both static tuning
(as demonstrated here) or dynamic tuning and frequency modulation (in principle),
while simultaneously achieving single-mode operation and narrow-beam emission
from the sub-wavelength plasmonic cavities. The antenna-feedback scheme leads to
the establishment of a hybrid SPP standing-wave in the surrounding medium of the
laser’s cavity with a large spatial extent. The emission frequency of the plasmonic
laser depends sensitively on the effective propagation index of the SPP mode in the
surrounding medium, which could be altered independently of the gain medium used
inside the laser’s cavity. Consequently small perturbations in the refractive-index
of the surrounding medium could lead to large modulation in the laser’s emission
frequency. To the best of our knowledge, this is a unique mechanism to tune the
frequency of a solid-state laser for which there is no analogous precedent in prior
literature.
For terahertz QCLs, the antenna-feedback scheme was implemented for wide
cavities that could operate well above the temperature of liquid-Nitrogen, in con-
trast with previous tuning techniques that have mostly utilized ultra-narrow cavities
for access to the evanescent cavity modes. ∼ 57 GHz static tuning is demonstrated
for single-mode narrow-beam terahertz QCLs emitting at 2.8 THz, based on post-
process deposition of Silicon-dioxide on an already soldered and mounted QCL chip.
A beam divergence of < 7◦ was maintained through the tuning range. The degra-
dation of maximum operating-temperature and power output is small for a large
fraction of the tuning range. More than 50 % of the available tuning ∼ 30 GHz
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tuning) could be realized by depositing ∼ 0.7 µm thick Silicon-dioxide, in which
case Tmax reduces from 124 K to 105 K and the peak output-power reduces from
1.5 mW to 1 mW. The tuning is reversible and continuous, and could pave the
way for future commercialization of DFB terahertz QCLs for targeted applications
in sensing and high-resolution spectroscopy. Whereas all previous tuning results
for terahertz QCLs were demonstrated at operating temperatures close to that of
liquid-Helium, the results presented here are for QCLs operating at the much more
practical temperature of 78 K, while simultaneously achieving significantly more
directional beams compared to previous reports.
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Chapter 5
High power surface-emitting THz
QCLs with single-lobed beam
For a second-order distributed-feedback grating, grating-period is the same as the
wavelength of propagating mode inside the semiconductor. The grating acts like a
phased-array antenna in the vertical direction to produce surface emission. Addi-
tionally, such a grating provides a strong feedback into the cavity for DFB action.
The surface-emitting DFB laser achieves robust single-mode operation determined
from the periodicity of the grating, as opposed to the unpredictable multi-mode
lasing behavior of Fabry-Perot cavity. Also, it provides an improved beam-pattern
profile with a divergence of 5 degree in the longitudinal direction, but very broad in
the lateral emission due to the sub-wavelength width of the cavity [25]. This is an
inherent characteristic of surface-emitting DFB lasers in rectangular ridge geome-
try [50, 25, 55], especially at terahertz frequencies where the ridge width could be
smaller than the wavelength. Although wider ridges could be made to circumvent
this problem, higher current flow leads to higher heat-dissipation that prevents op-
eration in cw mode. In addition, conventional second-order DFB does not solve the
problem of efficient out-coupling. In fact, it is the in-plane field that causes emission
in the surface normal direction, which has nulls precisely at the grating apertures as
shown in Chapter 1. Therefore, the surface-loss of the lasing mode is small, which
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translates to negligible outcoupling of radiation, and hence very low output power.
Moreover, for conventional second-order DFB, double-lobed far field beam has been
reported without central phase shift [85], which makes it less attractive for various
applications.
5.1 A new grating design for surface-emitting ter-
ahertz QCLs
For conventional second-order DFB, in-plane radiative field is always null under the
apertures since the grating period is exactly the same as the guided wavelength,
which leads to negligible outcoupling loss and small output. In this chapter, we pro-
pose a new photonic structure for second-order surface-emitting DFB, in which an-
other aperture is introduced to alternating grating periods, as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
As a result, the surface loss of the lowest loss mode increases largely to ∼ 8.6 cm−1,
as shown in Fig. 5.1(a), as compared with ∼ 1 cm−1 for the conventional second-
order DFB. The major fraction of EM energy for the resonant modes exists in TM
polarized (Ey) electric-field, as can be seen from Fig. 5.1(c), each grating period
corresponds to a group of one maximum, one minimum and one null field distribu-
tion of the lowest loss mode, which is a typical second-order DFB mode feature and
a clear indication that the desired surface-emitting characteristics is maintained by
employing this new photonic structures. More importantly, non-zero radiative field
is achieved, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1(d), which will lead to improved output
power of second-order DFB. In this simulation, grating period is Λ = 28.5 µm, the
frequency of the lowest loss resonant-mode is ∼ 3.07 THz. The length of the grating
aperture and the width of metal between original and adding aperture are 0.1Λ and
0.15Λ, respectively. These two key parameters can be optimized so as to get the
maximum outcoupling loss and improve output power of terahertz QCLs.
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Figure 5.1: Photonic structure 1 (one extra aperture is implemented for al-
ternating grating periods) for second-order DFB at ∼ 3 THz.
(a) Eigenmode spectrum for total length of cavity ∼ 1.4 mm. (b) Schematic
of new structure 1 for second-order DFB at ∼ 3 THz. (c) Dominant TM
polarized (Ey) electric-field along the whole length of cavity for the lowest
loss mode. Right: zoomed in (Ey) electric-field around the center of the
cavity. (d) In-plane (Ez) electric-field along the whole length of cavity for
the lowest loss mode. Right: zoomed in (Ez) electric-field around the center
of the cavity.
5.2 Beam pattern from 3D simulations
Terahertz QCLs with conventional second-order DFB produces doubled-lobed beam
without any central phase shift due to the fact that the radiation from each half of
the device adds destructively in the direction normal to the laser surface, resulting
in a null in the center of the far-field radiation pattern. The phase shift can be added
in the top metal grating with length equals to half of the grating period. Adding
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such a phase shift has the effect of propagating each plane wave in the Floquet-
Bloch expansion of the symmetric and antisymmetric modes by a length of half
of grating period so that it produces a sign change for the odd-order plane waves
in the Floquet-Bloch expansion but has no effect on the even-order plane waves.
In the presence of the phase shift, the symmetric component of the field has the
same sign on both ends of the device and it transforms the antisymmetric near field
pattern into one which is symmetric along the length of the device. Consequently,
the radiated component is in phase throughout the length of the device and produce
a single main lobe in the far-field.
For second-order DFB with the new photonic design shown in Fig. 5.1, there
is no such requirement of an additional pi phase shift in the cavity. Radiation
from both halves of the device add constructively in the surface normal direction,
resulting in a single-lobed far-field beam pattern, as shown in the beam pattern
from 3D simulations in Fig. 5.2. The surface-emitting terahertz QCLs with this
new designed second-order Bragg grating is able to obtain narrow beam-pattern
in the longitudinal direction(along the length direction of laser ridge) without any
phase shift at the center of the laser cavity.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated beam pattern of second-order DFB with the new photonic cavity
structure 1.
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5.3 Experimental results
Figure 5.3: Picture of cryocooler operated at 50 K and copper mount to measure surface-
emitting lasers .
5.3.1 Conventional second-order DFB with 100 µm width
Surface-emitting THz QCLs were mounted on a custom-designed Cu mount, and
this Cu mount was installed in a Stirling cryocooler, as shown in Fig. 5.3, which
could be operated to low temperature ∼ 51 K. Fig. 5.4 shows L-I curves versus
heat-sink temperature for a QCL with a conventional second-order DFB with grating
period Λ = 26 µm, ∼ 100 µm width and ∼ 1.25 mm length. The QCL lased up to a
temperature of 124 K. The inset shows the measured spectra with different bias at
∼ 55 K, a robust single-mode operation under all bias conditions is achieved within
the entire dynamic ranges. The lasing wavelength is ∼ 92.2 µm (lasing frequency
is ∼ 3.25 THz). Peak-power output of ∼ 5 mW at ∼ 51 K was detected from this
THz QCL with the conventional second-order DFB grating measured directly at the
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detector without using any collecting optics.
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Figure 5.4: Measured light-current curve at different heat-sink temperatures of conven-
tional second-order DFB with 100 µm width. Inset: measured spectra at
different bias at ∼ 55 K.
Fig. 5.5 shows the measured beam pattern of a conventional second-order DFB
with 100 µm width. Orientation of QCLs and angle of beam measurement are
shown in Fig. 5.5. A clear double-lobed far-field radiation pattern is obtained and
a null in the center between two lobes can be observed without adding a phase
shift in the designed grating. The beam pattern is measured with a current density
∼ 560 A/cm2, where the desired single mode spectra is recorded.
5.3.2 Second-order DFB with new photonic cavity with 70 µm
width
Fig. 5.6 shows L-I curves versus heat-sink temperature for a QCL with second-
order DFB with new photonic structure 1. This device has similar length as the one
reported in Fig. 5.4, but with a narrower width of ∼ 70 µm. As discussed in section
5.1, the new photonic structure 1 improved the out-coupling loss of second-order
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Figure 5.5: Measured beam pattern of conventional second-order DFB with 100 µm
width. Schematic on the left shows the orientation of QCLs and definition
of angles.
DFB cavity efficiently, so that a higher peak output power ∼ 7 mW at ∼ 51 K
is recorded, even with ∼ 70 µm narrow cavity. Output power was detected from
this THz QCL with the new second-order DFB grating without any cone collecting
optics. The QCL operated up to a temperature of 81 K. The increased loss results
in the decreased maximum lasing temperature. The inset shows measured spectra
at different bias at ∼ 55 K. Robust single-mode spectra are measured under all
the bias conditions within the whole dynamic ranges, which confirms the working
principle of the new design with photonic structure 1.
Fig. 5.7 shows the measured beam pattern of second-order DFB with 70 µm
width with new design of photonic structure 1. The angle definition is the same as
that in Fig. 5.5. A single-lobed far-field radiation pattern is measured, serving as a
clear comparison with the doubled-lobed beam pattern as shown in Fig. 5.5 from the
conventional second-order DFB. The FWHM of the beam in Fig. 5.7 is ∼ 4◦ × 14◦.
The beam pattern is measured with current density ∼ 648 A/cm2, while lasing in
single mode.
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Figure 5.6: Measured light-current curve at different heat-sink temperatures of new pho-
tonic structure 1 second-order DFB with 70 µm width. Inset: measured
spectra at different bias at ∼ 55 K.
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Figure 5.7: Measured beam pattern of second-order DFB with new photonic structure
1 with 70 µm width.
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5.3.3 Second-order DFB with new photonic cavity with 200 µm
width
Fig. 5.8 shows L-I characteristics versus heat-sink temperature for a QCL with
second-order DFB with new photonic cavity structure 1. The designed grating
period is Λ = 27 µm, the cavity dimensions are ∼ 200 µm width and ∼ 1.25 mm
length. Peak output power of ∼ 50 mW at ∼ 51 K was detected from this THz QCL
with second-order DFB grating with new photonic structure 1, which is one of the
highest output power values reported from single-mode terahertz QCLs. The power
was measured directly by the detector without using any collecting optics. The
record output power from single-mode terahertz QCLs is ∼ 67 mW at ∼ 77 K from
the graded grating period [56, 86, 87] second-order DFB with cavity width∼ 214 µm.
Both of these techniques achieves high output power due to the same reason, namely
the non-zero radiative field by photonic engineering of laser’s waveguide.
This QCL operated up to a temperature of ∼ 90 K. The inset shows spectra
measured at different bias at ∼ 55 K, demonstrating robust single-mode operation
∼ 90.8 µm, ∼ 3.3 THz, under all the bias conditions within the whole dynamic
ranges.
Fig. 5.9 shows the measured beam pattern of second-order DFB with 200 µm
width with new design of photonic structure 1. A single-lobed far-field radiation
pattern is observed with a FWHM of ∼ 7◦ × 26◦. The beam pattern is measured
with current density ∼ 520 A/cm2, while lasing in single mode.
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Figure 5.8: Measured light-current curve at different heat-sink temperatures of new
structure 1 second-order DFB with 200 µm width. Inset: measured spectra
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Figure 5.9: Measured beam pattern of second-order DFB with new photonic structure
1 with 200 µm width.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future outlook
6.1 Conclusions
In conclusion, this thesis demonstrates a unique scheme for implementing distributed-
feedback (DFB), called antenna-feedback, in plasmonic lasers, such that the laser
can radiate in a highly directional beam. One of the biggest challenges for plasmonic
lasers is that they have highly divergent radiation patterns due to the sub-wavelength
dimensions. The theoretical idea of antenna-feedback is applicable to plasmonic
lasers operating at any wavelength. In this thesis, the experimental demonstration
is done with a specific class of plasmonic lasers which work at far-infrared wave-
lengths, the terahertz quantum-cascade lasers (QCLs). This thesis has obtained
the narrowest beaming characteristics to-date for terahertz QCLs. And the new
antenna-feedback does not require a well-defined effective index to meet the phase-
matching condition.
This new approach of implementing DFB in semiconductor lasers integrates
surface-plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) in the surrounding medium of the laser’s cav-
ity into the operation of DFB lasers, demonstrates a novel mode selection, out
coupling and laser feedback mechanism, as well as produces an ultra-narrow beam
pattern. This DFB method breaks that periodicity strictly follows the integer mul-
tiple of half-wavelength inside active medium for the first time and enhances the
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radiative-field.
The coherent single-sided SPPs are generated on the metal film which has a
large spatial extent in the surrounding medium of the laser’s cavity, which could
have important implications for applications in integrated plasmonics. Coherent
SPPs with a large spatial extent could also make it easy to couple SPP waves from
the plasmonic lasers to other photonic components, and could also potentially be
utilized for plasmonic sensing. Fig. 6.1 shows an artistic illustration of the unique
characteristics of antenna-feedback that there is a coherent SPP mode on top of
laser cavity in addition to that inside the active medium. The new antenna-feedback
demonstrated in this thesis could make a noticeable impact not only to the field of
terahertz QCLs, but also the broader scientific communities of plasmonic lasers or
spasers by providing an elegant solution to a long-standing challenge for such lasers
and pave a solid way for plasmonic lasers to step into practical applications.
This thesis also demonstrates a unique and novel tuning mechanism for metal-
clad plasmonic distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers. A large, reversible, continuous,
and mode-hop-free tuning of ∼ 57 GHz for single-mode narrow-beam terahertz plas-
monic quantum-cascade lasers (QCLs) operated in a liquid-nitrogen cooled dewar is
reported. The key enabling mechanism for tuning is the antenna-feedback scheme
for plasmonic lasers developed in this thesis, which leads to the generation of hybrid
surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) propagating outside the cavity of the laser with
a large spatial extent. Refractive-index of the surrounding medium of laser cavity
affects the resonant-frequency of DFB mode sensitively and dramatically.
Specifically, at first, this thesis achieves a considerably larger tuning range com-
pared to previously reported results for single-mode terahertz QCLs with directional
far-field radiation patterns. Secondly, the tuning is demonstrated at the much more
practical operating temperature of 78 K, whereas all previous tuning results for
terahertz QCLs have been reported at low-temperatures close-to that of liquid-
Helium 10 K. Thirdly, single-lobed beam with low divergence (< 7◦) is maintained
through the tuning range, which is the narrowest divergence for any tunable tera-
hertz QCL to-date. In addition, in the antenna-feedback scheme, the contribution
of the surrounding medium is due to considerations of phase-matching rather than
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Figure 6.1: Schematic shows the unique characteristics of antenna-feedback that there
is a coherent SPP mode on top of laser cavity in addition to that inside the
cavity.
the fraction of the overall electromagnetic energy propagating outside the cavity in
other conventional solid-state lasers. Consequently, the resonant-frequency of the
antenna-feedback mode depends sensitively on the refractive-index of the surround-
ing medium that could be altered to tune the frequency of the plasmonic laser, which
is the technique employed for terahertz QCLs presented in this thesis. To the best
of our knowledge, this is a uniquely new mechanism to tune the frequency of a solid-
state laser for which there is no analogous precedent in literature. In conclusion, this
thesis has demonstrated a continuous ∼ 57 GHz tuning from the antenna-feedback
scheme for semiconductor lasers with sub-wavelength metallic cavities that emits
at ∼ 2.8 THz above liquid-nitrogen temperature. The enhanced tuning is achieved
by post processing Silicon-dioxide deposition on a mounted and wire-bonded QCLs
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with antenna feedback scheme, which operates in single-mode and narrow beam
output at 78 K. Due to the large overlap of hybrid surface-plasmon mode of the
resonant cavity mode on top of the metallic cavity with the surrounding medium,
the frequency of desired lasing mode can be tuned largely when varying the effective
refractive-index of the surrounding medium. Compared to previously published re-
sults that operated at lower temperature (∼ 10K)), remarkably broader continuous
tuning has been achieved at ∼ 78K, which provides a larger scope of applicability
to THz QCLs and a broader class of plasmonic lasers.
To pursue the goal of THz QCLs with high output power and high radiative
efficiency, the new photonic designs are presented in this thesis for surface-emitting
second-order DFB. Significantly increased radiative field results in enhanced output
power from laser cavity. In addition, more desired single-lobed far field beam pattern
is achieved without any central phase shift in metallic gratings.
6.2 Future outlook
Single-mode lasing is realized by introducing distributed-feedback (DFB) in the
cavity with periodic photonic structures implemented lithographically. Different
types of DFB THz QCLs have been developed such as the ones with a first-order,
second-order, third-order gratings respectively, or even two-dimensional photonic-
crystal-type architectures and geometries with circular symmetry. However, none of
the DFB THz QCLs developed thus-far have an evanescent-field with a large spatial
extent on top of the cavity. By utilizing the antenna-feedback scheme described in
this thesis that is specifically applicable to THz QCLs, in which, the evanescent-field
on top of the metal cladding retains the long extinction length as in a ridge cavity.
Importantly then, the propagation constant of the evanescent-mode outside directly
impacts the resonant-frequency of the DFB QCL, which is therefore indicative of the
complex relative permittivity of the analyte with which the evanescent-field could
be made to interact with. Sensing and reference DFB QCLs can be placed in a
pair, taking standard fabrication/lithographic variations into account, it is expected
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that the lasing frequency of the two QCLs in each pair will be within few GHz of
each other. Evanescent-field of the sensing QCLs interacts with the analyte placed
outside the cryocooler. Consequently, the effective index of the surrounding medium
for the sensing QCLs is altered since a fraction of the evanescent-field propagates
in the analyte. As a result, the resonant-wavelength (or resonant-frequency) of the
DFB QCL shifts. The change in emission frequency of sensing QCLs in presence
of analyte is large even for small variations in either the real or imaginary part of
relative permittivity of the analyte, and is in the range of 1 MHz - 1 GHz (that
can be further extended depending the required sensitivity). Two key aspects of
QCLs with antenna-feedback scheme are being utilized in this sensing, which are
different from any other type of semiconductor DFB laser. First, the evanescent-field
exists largely on top of the cavity that allows intracavity evanescent-wave sensing
even with analyte placed sufficiently away from the cavity. Second, and equally
importantly, the effective index of the surrounding medium in which the evanescent-
wave propagates modifies the resonant-frequency of DFB QCL directly, unlike for a
typical semiconductor laser in which the index of the surrounding medium affects the
resonant-frequency by a higher order (weaker) effect due to the mode-confinement
considerations. Therefore, terahertz QCLs with antenna-feedback can be effectively
integrated into low-cost and portable semiconductor laser based evanescent-wave
terahertz sensors.
Terahertz QCLs with high output power and narrow beam patterns in continuous-
wave(cw) operation are highly desired for many applications. Laser cavity with wide
width could increase the output power, however, heat removal problem prevents wide
devices lasing in continuous-wave operation or greatly limits the cw performance.
Phased arrays of elements are widely used in the radio-frequency domain, a lot of
ideas and technologies in other frequency ranges could be applied and developed
in terahertz frequency range as well. However, phasing-locked laser devices oper-
ating at visible or infrared wavelengths are more challenging due to the phases in
individual elements could not be controlled electronically. Super-modes arrays are
constructed by weakly coupling mechanism (for example, by leakage-coupling [88])
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or directly through the use of couplers. Phase-locked laser arrays are highly attrac-
tive in enhancing output power while achieving good beam quality. Recently, a new
mechanism based on antenna mutual coupling to achieve global phase locking in
a 2D laser array was proposed, verified by numerical simulation and then experi-
mentally demonstrated using subwavelength short-cavity surface-emitting lasers at
terahertz frequencies [89]. Mode that can extends laterally in a large spatial extent
based on antenna-feedback scheme developed in this thesis will be explored as a new
phase-locking mechanism for effective phase-locked laser arrays.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Fabrication Recipes
Fabrication for terahertz lasers with distributed-feedback is discussed in details in
this section of appendix. SEM images of different steps and fabrication recipes are
demonstrated. Steps of wafer thermocompression bonding, lapping down substrate,
removal of substrate by selective etching and removal of etch stop layer share the
same fabrication recipes as terahertz lasers with double metal Fabry-Pe´rot type
cavities. For distributed-feedback scheme, in order to excite the fundamental mode,
lossy sections or structures of metal covering sidewall are utilized. To polish all
fabrication steps and obtain the optimized parameters of operation in this thesis,
dami bonded GaAs wafers were processed before applying corresponding optimized
parameters to bonded MBE wafers. To implement lossy absorbing boundary, a thin
highly doped contact with thickness 100nm is selectively etched by using positive
photoresist lithography, serving as both lateral and longitudinal absorber. The
lithography parameters shown in this section are based on the UV lamp of photo
lithography used in Sinclair Lab Cleanroom from June, 2012 to March, 2013.
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Recipe for layer 1, which is for selectively etching highly doped contact
layer. Shipley 1813 is used as the positive photo resist.
• spin coating speed and time: 0.5/0.75/4 krpm, 6/8/32 s,
• prebake: 105 degree C, 60s,
• exposure: 15s (soft contact, air gap 40),
• develop: 40s,
• postbake: 115 degree C, 75 s.
SEM images for top metal gratings of distributed-feedback, mesa etching, oxide
and metal covering sidewall, fabricated and wire bonded terahertz lasers with lateral
loss sections, metal covering sidewall are shown respectively as below.
Top metal grating
Figure A.1: SEM images for top metal gratings of distributed-feedback.
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mesa wet etching profile
Figure A.2: SEM images for mesa etching profile.
Recipe for image-reversal lithography, AZ5214 photo resist.
• prebake: 110 degree C, 70s,
• first exposure: 9s,
• reversal bake: 120 degree C, 54s,
• flood exposure: 200s,
• develop: 70s.
S1813 positive photo lithography is used for mesa etching mask layer. Etching
time of mesa in a H2SO4:H2O2:H2O 1:8:80 solution is ∼ 22 minutes.
Besides the devices with lateral loss sections, covering the sidewall of laser cavity
serves as the other effective method to selectively make the higher order lateral
modes more lossy. The following steps are implemented as extra steps in fabrication:
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Oxide layer
Figure A.3: SEM images for oxide layer.
To cover the sidewall of mesa with silicon dioxide(role of isolation since there will
be a step of covering sidewall with metal being followed), thick positive photoresist
lithography is required. Lithography parameters are shown as below:
• spin coating speed: 0.5/0.75/0.95 krpm,
• prebake: 112 degree C, 90s,
• exposure: 80s,
• develop: 40s,
• postbake: 130 degree C, 3 min.
In order to cover the sidewall and bottom side (for wire bonding) of cavity with
metal, a side/bpad mask and thick AZ5214 lithography step is required.
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Bonding pad  (bottom metal)
Metal covers sidewall
Figure A.4: SEM images for sidewall and bottom of cavities covered with metal.
• spin coating speed and time: 0.5/0.75/1.5 krpm, 6/8/30 s,
• prebake: 110 degree C, 70s,
• first exposure: 9s,
• reversal bake: 121 degree C, 54s,
• flood exposure: 400s,
• develop: 90s.
250/2500 A of Ti/Au was deposited in the E-beam deposition system in Sherman
Fairchild Center with the low deposition rate. Deposition rate: for Ti 1A/sec, for
Au, first 1250 A with 1 A/s, for the following thickness of 1250 A, deposition rate
is 1.3 A/s.
For lift-off of side/bpad metal, typical soaking time: soak 8 min and squirt gun
is used. After substrate lapping, thickness of bonded wafer is around ∼ 230 µm.
Ti/Au is used for substrate metal deposition step, deposition thickness is 300/2000
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Figure A.5: SEM images of fabricated and wire bonded terahertz lasers with lateral loss
sections.
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Figure A.6: SEM images of fabricated and wire bonded terahertz lasers with metal cov-
ering sidewall.
A. During the deposition process, wafer holding plate inside the E-beam deposition
system is not rotating, deposition rate of Ti is 1A/sec, Ti was newly purchased by
our group is used for this fabrication run. Thickness of gold deposition is 1000 A,
deposition rate is 1 A/sec. For the last 1000 A thickness, deposition rate is 1.3
A/sec.
Mask design with each layer on top of each other for distributed-feedback with
lateral loss sections and metal covering sidewall are shown. Cavity with ∼ 200 µm
width is used to describe the designed parameters for distributed-feedback with
lateral loss sections. The distance between edge of mesa etching mask and outer
edge of doped contact layer is ∼ 15 µm, the distance between edge of metal grating
mask and outer edge of doped contact layer is ∼ 7 µm. For distributed-feedback
with metal covering sidewall, the distance between edge of side metal mask and
outer edge of mesa etch mask is ∼ 10 µm, the distance between edge of side oxide
layer mask and outer edge of mesa etch mask is ∼ 25 µm.
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150um
200 um
15 um
185 um
7 um
15 um
15 um 10 um 7 um
: Doped contact layer
: Metal : Mesa etching
Figure A.7: Schematic of mask design with each layer on top of each other for
distributed-feedback with lateral loss sections.
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side metal
oxide
masa
Figure A.8: Mask design with each layer on top of each other for distributed-feedback
with metal covering sidewall.
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A.2 Finite Element Simulations
A.2.1 2D simulations
The geometry of a typical 2D simulation in this thesis is shown. Radius for big air
domain is ∼ 1200 µm, while the radius for small air domain is ∼ 700 µm. Total
length of cavity is ∼ 1.4 mm.
The sequence of simulations are listed below.
1. choose solver (eigenfrequency solver) and physics (wave optics), specifically,
setting sequence follows Model Wizard, 2D, select physics, optics, wave optics,
electromagnetic waves, frequency domain, present studies, eigenfrequency
2. make geometry
3. set materials characteristics
4. electromagnetic properties is set under electromagnetic waves, frequency do-
main (ewfd), perfect electric conductor (PEC) surface is set for metal layer,
which is considered as lossless in THz region
5. mesh
6. calculate eigenfrequency (number of eigenmodes and calculated center fre-
quency are the parameters that can be set)
7. field plot (Ey, Ex, normE are the electric fields distribution plotted in this
thesis)
Relative permittivity of each region:
• Active region: 12.9.
• Air: 1.
• Lossy air in the center: 1− iAL× (y − SR).
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• Lossy air in left and right: 1 − iAL ×
√
(|x| − totLen/2)2 + y2 − SR, where
x and y are longitudinal and vertical coordinates respectively of any point in
the lossy air region.
• Doped contact layer: −508.7− i276.7.
• The loss of each eigenmode is calculated by as α =(imaginary part of eigenfrequency)×2pi×
2× nGaAs/(3× 108).
absorbing region
air
BR ~ 1200 µm
SR ~ 700 µm
totLen ~ 1400 µm
active region (10 µm thickness)
Figure A.9: Geometry for 2D simulations.
Size of mesh is a very important parameter in finite-element simulations. On
one hand, mesh size should be accurate enough for the chosen finite element in
consideration of geometry size. On the other hand, reasonable mesh size has to be
considered with the limit of the computing memory and simulation time. The mesh
size of element in 2D simulation in this thesis is generally set as following:
• In doped contact layer domain: DT/2 (DT is thickness of doped contact layer).
• In metal layer domain: MT/2, MT is the thickness of metal layer.
• In waveguide domain: WT/14, WT is the thickness of waveguide layer.
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• In air domain, wavelength in air /8.
Active region (10 µm thickness)
Metal (400nm)
Air
Absorbing lossy boundary (100nm)
Figure A.10: Finite element mesh for 2D simulations.
A.2.2 3D simulations
3D simulations follow the similar steps as shown above for 2D simulations, some
unique characteristics in 3D simulations are discussed in this section.
PML is set as an effective absorbing boundary in 3D simulations. For the 3D
simulations in this thesis, PML is set under electromagnetic waves, frequency domain
(ewfd). In PML setting, scaling factor is set as 0.0001, PML order is set as 1. In
new Comsol version, PML setting is under definition: Definition, PML.
Far field domain is used to calculate the simulated far field beam pattern. Far
field domain is set under electromagnetic waves, frequency domain (ewfd). Size of
far field domain needs to be far enough from the laser cavity in order not to disturb
the near field calculation of laser cavity, especially for antenna-feedback scheme in
this thesis that there is a large spatial extent for the desired resonant mode. Far
field domain is needed to be defined before running the simulations. In plot, with
the definition of far-field domain, Efar will be the E field in the setting of choice
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that can be plotted out. Plot the far field beam follows the sequence: in 2D plot
group, select intensity of Efar as the value to plot, choose the desired mode whose
far filed beam will be calculated under the mode list, set resolution for angles at two
directions, typical setting is 100 and unit sphere.
The doped contact(DC) layer in 3D simulations is implemented by self-defined
thick DC layer. Because extreme fine mesh is needed to mesh highly doped con-
tact layer with 100nm thickness, which will dramatically increase the total required
computing memory in 3D simulation to mesh such thin layer. Therefore, a thick
DC layer is implemented rather than a thin DC layer in 3D simulations, taken into
consideration of an affordable mesh size. There are two considerations in the setting
for the relative permittivity: Firstly, the real part should be as closed as to 12.9.
Secondly, the imaginary part contribute to high loss, serving as the lossy absorb-
ing boundary. The corresponding propagation loss at the desired frequency for the
chosen Drude model is ∼ 500 cm−1. To get an idea of the introduced loss, loss is
evaluated by 2Im(k) w/c, Im (k) is the imaginary part of eigen-wavevector, w equals
to 2pi*f,f is the frequency of desired mode and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Relative permittivity of each domain:
• Active region: 12.9.
• Air: 1.
• Thick doped contact layer: 12.35− i2.74.
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A.3 Mechanical Drawings
Several customer-designed copper mount are used in this thesis for different pur-
poses of measurement. The following figures will show these mounts in details,
the designed dimensions and parameters of each mount is marked in each of these
figures.
A.3.1 Copper mounts used for edge-emitting and surface-
emitting QCLs
Figure A.11: 3D view of copper mount used for edge emitting devices and surface emit-
ting devices. .
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A.3.2 Copper mount for edge-emitting QCLs, to mount very
close to dewar’s window
3D view
Figure A.12: 3D view of copper mount used for edge emitting devices without cone that
can bring the device very close to the dewar’s window.
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Side view Top view
Unit: Inch
Figure A.13: Side and top view of copper mount used for edge emitting devices without
cone that can bring the device very close to the dewar’s window. .
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